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This paper examines and analyzes the business and
abolitionist activities of John Brown between 1820 and 1854.
Its major intent is to assess the effect that Brown's busi¬
ness had upon his abolitionist endeavors.
An indepth examination of the literature indicates
that many historians and literary persons, such as Stephen B.
Oates who published the best biography on Brown and Albert
Fried who published the latest analytical study on Brown,
along with other relevant works of authors such as James Red-
path, William Connelley, Robert Warren, Oswald G. Villard,
Herbert Aptheker, Louis Ruchames, Benjamin Quarles, W. E. B.
Du Bois, R.ichard Boyer and Richard Hinton, have devoted
merely several paragraphs analyzing Brown's business dealings
and they demonstrated even less concern about whether these
activities affected his abolitionist endeavors. Depending
upon the different approach perspectives taken by these
writers, they all generally conclude directly or indirectly
that Browm was a business failure and then concentrated upon
either the famous Harper's Ferry Raid, or the events which
led to it. In fact, all of the aforementioned writers have
done one of the following: (1) delved into a psychoanalyti¬
cal case study of Brown whereby they attempted to decide once
and for all whether he was sane or insane, (2) attempted to
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determine whether Brown was worthy of the acclaim given to
him based upon the work that he accomplished after the ter¬
mination of his business activities, or (3) given a bio¬
graphical account of Brown which neglected his business life,
based on the assumption that it had little significance when
compared to his abolitionist activities.
By neglecting to focus upon whether Brown's business
activities had an effect upon his abolitionist endeavors,
these writers, in part, have painted an incomplete portrait of
Brown and left untouched an important aspect of his life.
The clearest way to complete this portrait of Brown
is to look at the major and minor events during the period in
which slavery, regardless of remoteness, was the issue and
then analyze Brown's response.
Some of these major events were the Missouri Compro¬
mise, the Abolitionist Crusade, the Underground Railroad Move¬
ment, Elijah Lovejoy's murder, the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850,
and the Kansas-Nebraska Bill. Minor events would be those in
which Brown engaged in abolitionist activity that received no
national exposure. For example. Brown's feeding and shelter¬
ing fugitive slaves in his home in 1824 would be an illustra¬
tion of a minor event.
For a study of this nature the John Brown and Boyd B.
Stutler Collections at Trevor Arnett Library proved invalu¬
able. The John Brown Collection, a two-volume collection,
contains eighty-seven items, of which forty-four are letters.
The Boyd B. Stutler Collection is housed at the Ohio Historical
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Society in Columbus, Ohio. The collection, on nine rolls of
microfilm, contains letters, letterbooks, manuscripts, peri¬
odical literature, bibliography, songbooks, and other col¬
lateral materials. In the present study, a scattering of
twenty-four letters between 1826 and 1840 were used from the
John Brown Collection, while approximately two hundred letters
from roll one between 1846 and 1853 were used from the Boyd B.
Stutler Collection.
CHAPTER I
CHILDHOOD, ADOLESCENCE, AND ADULTHOOD
John Brown was born May 9, 1800 in Torrington, Con¬
necticut. His father, Owen Brown, a descendant of an early
participant in the Plymouth settlement, made a living as a
tanner and shoemaker. These occupations were important be¬
cause Ov/en Brown taught them to his son who made them useful
as a means of support. John Brown's mother, Ruth Mills, wa.s
a descendant of a Dutch immigrant who came to England in the
16th century and later migrated to the area in the New World
which became Connecticut.^ Her persistent punishment of her
son when he misbehaved illustrated that she attempted to
raise a disciplined young man.
Owen and Ruth Brown were very religious people. Ruth's
father, the Reverend Gideon Mills, was a well known minister
in Canton, Ohio who preached moral righteousness. The elder
Brown, prior to his marriage to Ruth Mills in 1793, was in¬
fluenced by the Calvinist minister, Jeremiah Hallock, who
provided him with shelter at various times during his bache¬
lorhood. As a minister, Hallock gave credence to the
^James Redpath, The Public Life of Captain John Brown
(Boston: Thayer and Eldridge, 1860), pp. 14-16; and Richard
0. Boyer, The Legend of John Brown: A Biography and a History
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1973), p. 6^
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benevolence of God and to the teachings of the Bible. He
believed that it was a sin for a human being to hold his fel-
2
1o^n7 human being in bondage. Consequently, Reverend Hallock's
sermons frequently contained a protest against slavery. This
was also true in his daily conversations. Reverend Hallock
once expressed to another minister the belief that Connecticut
should abolish slavery since Rhode Island had done it through
a series of legislative acts in 1774 and 1784. The elder
Brown, subject to this kind of talk during his periodic visits
with Reverend Hallock, became an opponent of slavery. The
father's views on slavery were important because he instilled
them in his son.^
When John Brown was five years old, Owen Brown moved
his family to the wilderness country of Hudson, Ohio because
he experienced a mishap in production which caused his leather
products to be finished late. This upset the purchasing citi¬
zenry of Hudson, who decided to give its business to another
tanner. In the wilderness, John Brown had an opportunity to
associate with the Indians and to learn a little of their
language because his father was their friend.^
At approximately age eight. Brown attended school. His
temperament, as displayed by his roughness with other
2
Redpath, Public Life of John Brown, pp. 14-21.
3
Frank B. Sanborn, ed., The Life and Letters of John
Brown: Liberator of Kansas, and Martyr of Virginia (New York:
Negro Universities Press, 1969), pp. 7-9.
4
Richard Warch and Jonathan F. Fanon, eds., John Brown
(New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1973), pp. 19-22.
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schoolmates, indicated that he was not educationally inclined.
Instead, he preferred assisting his father with his tannery
operations.
A slight change occurred in Brown's educational life
at age ten. He became interested in history, largely through
the inducement of an older friend who gave him access to his
personal library. Brown cherished reading about the achieve¬
ments of great historical figures and determined to emulate
them.^ However, Brown's education was not well balanced. At
this juncture, he had received no instruction in arithmetic
which he needed if he were to become a businessman--the direc¬
tion in which he seemed headed, owing to his father's occupa¬
tion .
At age twelve, John Brown ceased his educational en¬
deavor and observed the War of 1812 because his father parti¬
cipated in it by supplying troops with beef cattle. During
the War, Brown encountered the wretchedness of slavery. While
residing with a local landlord near Hudson, he befriended a
male slave his age who was the property of the landlord.
Brown saw that the slave was improperly clothed and poorly
fed, and was subjected to punishment with an iron instrument
for no apparent reason. This experience instilled in Brown
an adamant desire to end slavery.
Four years later. Brown contemplated finishing his
^Ibid.
^Richard D. Webb, ed., The Life and Times of Captain
John Brown (Westport, Connecticut: Negro Universities Press,
1972), pp. 8-10.
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primary education and enrolling in a theological seminary be¬
cause he experienced his first desire to become a minister,
probably as a result of the religious atmosphere in which he
had been reared. The desire to attent a theological seminary
led Brown to join the Congregation Church. Soon after joining
the church, he visited his father’s religious mentor. Reverend
Hallock, to see about the possibility of attending a theolo¬
gical seminary. During this visit, the seminary at Plains-
field, Massachusetts was decided upon. Although Brown en¬
rolled, he did not complete his studies due to an inflamma¬
tion of his eyes. Nonetheless, Brown was not lost in terms
of what he would seek next occupationally. While he pursued
a ministerial career. Brown never terminated his work with the
tannery completely. Thus, after the eye problem aborted this
endeavor, he returned to his father's tannery.^ Also, within
this period, there were several concomitant occupations that
Brown explored enthusiastically. He demonstrated an interest
in land surveying and procuring livestock such as cattle and
sheep. Also, the young Brown engaged in the practice of
exchanging property titles with other persons for products
that he or his father lacked, such as tools or anything that
was useful to Brown or his father's occupation. These busi¬
ness transactions became common with Brown around the mid
1830s.^
^W. E. B. Du Bois, John Brown (Philadelphia: Jacobs
1909; reprinted ed. New York: Kraus-Thomson, 1973), pp. 28-31.
g
Warch and Fanton, eds., John Brown, p. 22.
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From the ages of seventeen to twenty. Brown spent most
of his time assisting his father at the tannery where he held
a managerial position which involved him in directing other
employees. Brown took great pride in his occupation and be¬
came successful, which subsequently boosted his self-esteem.
This success inspired Brown to learn basic arithmetic, simul¬
taneously increasing his effectiveness. The managerial busi¬
ness served partly as an impetus for his desire to have his
own business. This became a reality at age twenty.
After his twentieth birthday. Brown married Dianthe
Lusk, and relocated a few miles away from his father's home
at Hudson, Ohio. Here he worked at his own tannery which he
called Bachelor's Hall. He co-founded it with his step¬
brother, Levi Blakeslee, as a side occupation while he per¬
formed managerial duties for his father. VJhile at Hudson,
Brown had three of his nineteen children--John Brown, Jr., born
on July 25, 1821; Jason Brown, born on January 19, 1823; and
Owen Brown, born on November 14, 1828. He reared them in the
same religious traditions that he had experienced. He par¬
ticipated in community and church affairs, along with becoming
a successful businessman at the tannery. This success in¬
fluenced Brown to join the Masonic Lodge in 1824 where he
occupied a minor position the following year. In conjunction
with his affiliation with the church. Brown was a paragon of
9
Stephen B. Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood: A
Biography of John Brown (New York: Harper and Row, 1970X pp.
19-24; Oswald Garrison Villard, John Brown 1800-1859: A Bio-
graphy Fifty Years After (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1943),
9
excellence. He taught Sunday school where he demanded that the
students be honest and God-fearing. Brown's religious fervor
so galvanized the entire community that it became a religious
sanctuary and served as a refuge for fugitive slaves.How¬
ever, in 1825, once his wife developed emotional problems.
Brown decided to leave Hudson where he lived for approximately
twenty-five years. Prior to departing for a new home in Ran¬
dolph Comty, Pennsylvania, Brown established a business rela¬
tionship with Seth Thompson of Ohio involving wool and cattle
Brown arrived in Randolph County, Pennsylvania during
his twenty-fifth year. From the very beginning, his neighbors
admired him on account of his willingness to conquer the most
strenuous task. After constructing his home within a four
month period. Brown concentrated upon rebuilding his tannery.
This tannery was in operation by October 1826 and was so suc¬
cessful that Brown, by the first week of October, had employed
12
between ten and fifteen men. This success gave Brown an
opportunity to rediscover land surveying and to increase his
pp. 17-19; and Ernest C. Miller, "John Brown's Ten Years in
Northwestern Pennsylvania," Pennsylvania History 15 (January
1948):26.
^^Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, pp. 22-25.
^^Seth Thompson, along with the business arrangement,
will be discussed in chapter 2.
12
Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, p. 19; Villard,
John Brown 1800-1859, pT 23~; and C. B7 Galbreath, "John Brown,"
Ohio Archaeological and Historical Quarterly 30 (July 1921):
221-223 (hereafter cited as OAHQ).
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efforts in the new business arrangement with Mr, Thompson.
However, the occupation in which Brown took great pride,
although it would not become his life's work, was postmaster.
The citizenry possessed such an abundance of confidence in his
leadership qualities that they selected him as postmaster of
Randolph County, which became Richmond Township upon securing
its post office. Brown served in this capacity for six years.
During this time, his wife gave birth to three children--
Frederick Brown, I, born on January 9, 1827; Ruth Brown, born
on February 9, 1829; and Frederick Brown, II, born on Decem¬
ber 31, 1830.^^
Aside from his occupation as postmaster. Brown engaged
in his customary religious practices. As he once did in Hud¬
son, he taught a Sunday school in his home. He realized from
his own personal experience as a youth that the students would
need other educational tools, such as the ability to express
themselves clearly on paper and to calculate numbers. Because
there was no regular school. Brown constructed one and hired
a woman to give the students instruction in grammar and arith¬
metic. Also, since there was not a church within six miles of
Richmond Township, Brown also established a church. On Janu¬
ary 1, 1832 he founded the Independent Congregational Society.
Services took place on the second floor of his tannery. He
conducted the morning services whenever a minister from a
13
Miller, "John Brown's Ten Years in Northwestern Penn¬
sylvania," p. 29; Galbreath, "John Brown," pp. 221-222; and
Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, p. 35.
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nearby church failed to appear. In his sermons. Brown de¬
nounced sin and preached that a person could seek forgiveness
and salvation through God. Additionally, Brown declared that
God called for all persons to embody the "Three cardinal
traits in the character of the true God, vis Justice, mercy
lA
and love of propriety. Two years after the establishment
of the church. Brown had plans for a Negro school.
The stay of Brown at Richmond Township, however, was
not all successes, and he suffered his share of reverses.
The most pronounced setback occurred on August 10, 1832, when
his wife and baby died during the process of childbirth. Both
deaths, augmented by the deterioration of the cattle adven¬
ture, may account for Brown's inability to accomplish any note¬
worthy task. A year later, he married his housekeeper, Mary
16
Ann Day, who gave birth to Sarah Brown on May 11, 1834.
Consternation, nevertheless, epitomized Brown's disposition
because, despite his efforts to succeed in the cattle busi¬
ness, failure seemingly arose at every turn. By 1835, Brown
began to seek greener pasture, thinking that a return to Ohio
would be the remedy for his financial adversity.
At age thirty-five. Brown moved to Franklin Mills,
Ohio, an area located a few miles from Hudson. He anticipated
^^Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, p. 22.
^^Brown's plans for a Negro school will be discussed
in chapter 3.
16^Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, p. 43.
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not only a more exciting life, but also a wealthier one.
Consequently, Brown saw the business world as an area in which
he had to fight in order to survive. After investigating the
business possibilities, land speculation appeared to be the
likely occupation because, during this time, frequent reports
about land speculators making huge profits instantaneously
were rampant. Pooling the money that he received from other
interested persons. Brown, with Thompson's support, entered
the land speculation business with the purchase of the Old
Haymaker Farm. The losses which resulted from the farm,
along with the panic of 1837, resulted in Brown's filing for
bankruptcy in 1842.
Despite his discharge from indebtedness by the court
in many of the lawsuits, he still was largely destitute.
However, a very severe adversity that Brown encountered was
not related to business at all. Between 1835 and 1843,
Brown, in addition to his seven other children, had six
children to enter his household. They were Watson Brown,
born on October 7, 1835; Solomon Brown, born on October 2,
1836; Charles Brown, born on November 3, 1837; Oliver Brown,
born on March 9, 1839; Peter Brown, born on October 7, 1840;
and Austin Brown, born on September 14, 1842. In September
1843, a dysentery epidemic struck the Brown's residence,
taking the lives of Sarah, Charles, Peter and Austin Brown.
John Brown stayed embittered over the deaths for a long time.
^^Ibid., pp. 54-57; and Galbreath, "John Brown,"
pp. 223-226.
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Nonetheless, as Brown viewed it, God was on his side. By
His grace. Brown recovered over these deaths. The wool busi¬
ness, which he struck with two gentlemen during the interim
on account of the dissolution of his cattle arrangement with
18
Seth Thompson, gradually improved. Moreover, Brown's rise
to financial betterment was accelerated by Simon Perkins, Jr.
of Ohio. Perkins' desire to find a qualified person to
manage his sheep business culminated in the consummation of an
agreement with Brown in 1844. Two years later. Brown sug¬
gested that Springfield, Massachusetts would be an excellent
location to establish an additional office because agents of
manufacturers engaged in a scheme to buy quality wool at
19
cheap prices in the northeastern market.
While engaged in business pursuits, regardless of
whether these pursuits flourished or waned. Brown never jet¬
tisoned his religious practices. He found time to worship at
the Congregational Church of Franklin Mills, which he united
with the Congregational Church at Hudson. However, a dis¬
pute at the Franklin Mills Church caused a rift between Brown
18
In approximately 1841 when his business fortunes
reached their lowest ebb, Browm contacted Herman Oviatt and
George Kellogg, an agent of the New England Woolen Company,
and entered into a minor business agreement with these two
gentlemen involving sheep. The agreement, which lasted no
longer than two years, occurred because Brown's cattle
arrangement with Thompson came to an abrupt end in approxi¬
mately 1843.
1 Q
Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, p. 50; and
Louis Ruchames, ed., John Brown: The Making of a Revolution¬
ary, The Story of John Brown in His Own Words and In the
Words of Those Who Knew Him (New York: Grosset and Dunlap,
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and the church. Brown witnessed the practice of segregation
and discrimination against Blacks and challenged it to the
dissatisfaction of the church officials, and suffered ex-
20
pulsion as punishment for his unsolicited interference.
However, from Brown's perspective, the unfair prac¬
tices of the manufacturers' agents in the northeastern market
demanded that his Springfield suggestion received more than a
cursory evaluation unless Perkins was willing to risk indirect
consequences at the hands of the deceptive manufacturers.
Between late 1843 and Perkins' decision as to whether Brown
would journey to Springfield, the Brown household added two
new members--Anne Brown, born on December 23, 1843, and
Amelia Brown, born on June 22, 1849.
At age forty-six. Brown moved to Springfield in order
to challenge the unfairness of the northeastern market. The
wool business at Springfield had no interruptions between
1849 and 1851 with the exception of Brown's journey to Europe
in mid 1849 and his periodic travels to the Negro colony in
North Elba, New York, a colony established through the bene-
21
volence of Gerrith Smith, an abolitionist and philanthropist.
Nonetheless, the wool business at Springfield
1969), p. 26. The business arrangement with Mr. Perkins,
along with the Springfield operation will be discussed in
chapter 2.
?n
W. E. B. Du Bois, John Brown, pp. 89-92. The Frank¬
lin Mills Church incident and its significance will be dis¬
cussed in chapter 3.
E. B. Du Bois, John Brown, pp. 123-130.
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resembled a roller-coaster. Monthly fluctuations were very
common due to the Tariff of 1846 and its uncertainty. This
instability not only bewildered Brown, but also resulted in
a deluge of lawsuits by his customers. These legal proceed¬
ings were commenced largely between 1851 and 1854. As these
proceedings unfolded. Brown became less zealous about the
wool business and manifested more concern in the appalling
condition of Blacks. At Springfield, he communicated with
Thomas Thomas, a fugitive slave from Maryland, and Frederick
22
Douglass in which he revealed a scheme to abolish slavery.
By his fifty-fourth birthday. Brown's concern about
the wool business had waned; he retired to a sedentary life
in North Elba, while five of his sons journeyed to Kansas not
only to begin a new life but also to prepare for the conflict
that resulted from the Kansas-Nebraska Bill. This bill pit¬
ted proslavery forces against antislavery forces over the
issue of whether the Kansas territory would become a slave
or free state. Responding not only to his son's call for
weapons in order to repel the proslavery forces, but also to
his loathing of slavery. Brown headed for Kansas in late 1854
and arrived in October 1855. This journey to Kansas brought
to a close his business endeavors, signifying that the time
had come to put the gears in motion to end slavery once and
22
Gerrith Smith and his assistance to John Brown will
be discussed in chapter 4.
16
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for all. Brown found it difficult to express thoroughly his
antislavery position between 1820 and 1854 largely on account
of his detailed and demanding business arrangements with Seth
Thompson and Simon Perkins, Jr.
23
Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, pp.
60-90; and Galbreath, "John Brown," p. 227. This scheme,
along with Brown's response to the Fugitive Slave Law, will




John Brown wished to emulate his father's tannery
skills. However, life in the wilderness of Hudson gave him
another interest besides the desire to follow in his father's
footstep as a tanner only. As an astute observer on his
father's farm, he witnessed the elder Brown's farming prac¬
tices. As a farmer, the elder Brown raised crops and live¬
stock. The principal animals that he raised were cattle,
sheep, pigs, and occasionally horses. John Brown played with
these animals frequently. His association with these animals
gave him another worthwhile occupation: farming.^
While watching his father nurture livestock. Brown
realized the wide range of possibilities that these animals
could serve. For example, these animals could either serve
to nourish Brown's family or be sold in the market for rea¬
sonable prices. More specifically, cows could provide Brown
with milk, while steers, pigs, and sheep could provide him
with meat. Another alternative was a mixture of both. Yet
another feasible choice, if Brown chose to sell these animals
for their meat value, was an arrangement with the buyer to
^Villard, John Brown 1800-1859, pp. 7-9.
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keep these animal skins for his tannery. Consequently, the
raising of cattle, sheep, and pigs had a two-fold purpose.
Not only could these animals provide food sustenance, but also
could provide animal skins for the tannery.^ One problem that
Brown had to address was in which particular occupation,
although he attempted to devote his energies to both, would he
ultimately put forth his best efforts?
The tannery business, unquestionably, was very dear to
Brown's heart. It played a salient role in his life commencing
largely with his establishment of Bachelor's Hall and continu¬
ing as a levelling influence prior to his trip to Kansas. But,
it was the livestock business which received Brown's diligent
efforts because it gave rise to other occupations and was
partly instrumental in the support of the tannery. From Brown's
perspective, the tannery, if it were to be profitable, needed
raw materials, such as animal skins commonly used in the tan¬
ning business. Either Brown could purchase calfskin or pigskin
from another person or he could raise the livestock himself.
He chose a combination of the two. At times. Brown procured
the raw materials from another party, while on other occasions,
3he raised livestock for this purpose. This combination, more
importantly, fostered another occupation: brokerage. A
^Franklin B. Sanborn, Memoirs of John Brown Written for
Rev. Samuel Orcutt's History of Torrington (Concord, Mass.:
Munsel, 1878), p. 5.
^Ruchames, ed., John Brown: Making of A Revolutionary,
pp. 43-49.
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middleman who received other persons' animal skins for the ex¬
pressed purpose of selling them was entitled to a commission
or some other financial benefit.
In any business that Brown engaged, however, he gener¬
ally chose a partner in order to share profits and losses.
Brown's desire for a business partner not only related to his
experience at Bachelor's Hall with his adopted brother, but
also with his more than sixteen years of business co-partner¬
ship with Seth Thompson. During these years. Brown had vir¬
tually complete control over business operations having merely
to give an accounting to Thompson. When Brown encountered
financial problems heavily in the mid and later 1830s, he real¬
ized the relevancy of co-partnership. For one thing, if two
persons pooled their monetary resources, the chance of operat¬
ing a business on a large scale increased. But more impor¬
tantly, if problems emerged, the partnership could absorb los¬
ses more readily. Therefore, neither the cattle nor the sheep
raising business would be exempted from his preference for
partnership, especially when he contemplated the possibility of
not only selling his own cattle, but also that of others.^
A major decision for Brown was who would be his part¬
ner in the cattle and sheep business during the 1825-1826
period. Seth Thompson, a relative, became the first person with
whom Brown entered into a series of deals that resulted in a
concrete business arrangement.
^Villard, John Brown 1800-1859, pp. 17-19.
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Seth Thompson was related to the Brown family. The
elder Brown had seven sisters and three brothers. One of his
sisters, Borden Brown, married a Mr. Thompson of Hartford, Trim-
bull County, Ohio. The Thompsons had children, one of which
was Seth Thompson.^
Prior to the realization of a business arrangement with
John Brown, Thompson was already an experienced businessman.
Before 1826, he had been involved in a similar relationship with
Oliver Brown, John Brown's older brother. As early as April 1,
1826, Oliver Brown asked Thompson if he desired to buy any cal¬
ves because the prospect of selling them at another location
such as Warren, Ohio was very appealing. This represented the
beginning of several deals which resulted in a concrete business
agreement. In general, Oliver Brown and Thompson were co-part¬
ners in the pork business. Additionally, Oliver Brown may have
been a seller of leather.^
The business arrangement struck between John Brown and
Thompson greatly resembled the business arrangement consum¬
mated between John Brown's older brother and Thompson. This
agreement with Thompson can be seen in the following correspon¬
dences. In a letter that was dated before 1826, Brown told
Thompson that he would pay him immediately, that he would be
^Abiel Brown to Seth Thompson, 14 August 1814.and
27 September 1814, John Brown Collection, Trevor Arnett Library,
Atlanta University, Georgia (hereafter cited as JBC).
^Oliver Brown to Seth Thompson, 1 April 1826 and
12 June 1826, JBC.
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happy to get him sixteen pounds of wool, and that he would sell
Mr, Osborn^ ten heads of beef cattle. On January 6, 1828,
Brown urged Thompson to come to Randolph Covinty, Pennsylvania
in order to evaluate the beef market. Five months later, Brown
informed Thompson about the price of pork per barrel in Mead-
ville, Pennsylvania and the fact that it was in great demand.
At a price between $12 and $15 per barrel. Brown wanted to know
if Thompson could furnish him with twenty to twenty-five pounds.
In the communication before 1826, Brown indicated that he had
already purchased some goods for Thompson. These goods were
probably a certain amount of pork because the January communica¬
tion showed that Brown requested twenty to twenty-five poxmds
of pork. Brown was obligated to give Thompson the proceeds
from the sale—at which point he did not do so. In this in¬
stance, Brown was a broker—that is, he would sell Thompson's
pork for a set price and he would receive a commission in re¬
turn. In connection with the January sixth commvinication, Thomp¬
son previously requested sixteen pounds of wool, being aware
of the fact that Brown could supply him because he raised
sheep for the purpose of selling wool. In this instance. Brown
was a seller while Thompson was a buyer. Brown, consequently,
was entitled to either a commission or the sale's price of the
wool. In the selling of ten heads of cattle to Mr. Osborn,
^John Brown, when addressing a letter to his business
associates, either placed esquire after their surnames or
placed dear before their surnames. Rarely did Brown give his
associates full name. In this thesis, unless otherwise indi¬
cated, all Brown's associates will have the courtesy title
"Mr." placed before their surnames.
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the same situation existed--the only difference being that
Brown referred to the marketable cattle as "their cattle."
This would mean that a determination must be made between
Brown and Thompson only as to who was raising the cattle and
who was selling the cattle. From other communications, it
would appear that Thompson raised the cattle and Brown, once
again, engaged himself in the selling aspect. This time. Brown
would not receive a commission because the cattle were jointly
Q
owned. The proceeds would be divided evenly.
Therefore, the business relationship between John
Brown and Seth Thompson was a multi-faceted, loose arrangement.
For the most part, Seth Thompson raised the pigs and cattle,
while Brown was charged with selling the animals. This arrange¬
ment did not mean that the roles were irreversible or that
either of the two parties were to allow other appealing busi¬
nesses to go unexplored. For example, independent of the cat¬
tle and wool businesses. Brown delved in land speculation. In
1835, canal construction was not far from its zenith in Ohio
owing to the success and influence of the Erie Canal completed
in 1825. Farmers in Ohio desired that canal links to the Erie
be built since they witnessed the increase in business of their
counterparts in central New York and western Pennsylvania.
Subsequently, construction of canals began with links between
the Ohio River and Cleveland, Toledo and Cincinnati, and other
g
John Brown to Seth Thompson, n.d. (before 1826);
6 January 1828; and 28 June 1828, JBC.
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locations in Ohio which included Hudson. Brown, during this
time, believed that adjoining farmlands would be highly profit¬
able. While carrying on the cattle and wool businesses, he
sought and received Thompson's approval for an expansion of
their business agreement to include land speculation. In this
agreement, Thompson gave Brown $1,134 on the spot and agreed to
put up nearly $13,000. Brown used the funds for land specula¬
tion, while Thompson was charged with no obligation other than
supplying financial aid when and if necessary. In the main,
however. Brown raised cattle and sheep along with pigs. Thompson
did likewise. Frequently, both parties bought each other's
goods such as Brown purchasing Thompson's cattle for tanning
purposes and Thompson purchasing Brown's wool. These series of
business deals with Seth Thompson, which began in late 1825 and
remained in strength over a period of seventeen years, were
agreements largely in which both parties frequently adhered to
their defined roles.^
When an excessive number of lawsuits by Brown's custo¬
mers, originating from local speculation activity, reached the
compensatory stage in 1842-1843, Brown sought to uplift him¬
self from the depths of financial drudgery where his business
adventures had taken him. Simon Perkins, Jr. proved to be a
beacon light in 1844.
Simon Perkins, Jr., a wealthy businessman who resided in
Hudson, Ohio, came to be wealthy through his father, Simon
^Ibid.
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Perkins, Sr. The elder Perkins was bom in Norwich, Connecti¬
cut in 1771, but moved to Wa'rren Ohio in 1808 and lived there
until his death in 1844. The elder Perkins did not remain in
Warren all his life. Not only did he travel back and forth to
Detroit, but he also engaged in business activities. Once he
settled in Warren, he accumulated extensive land agencies.
The revenue from these agencies made him one of the richest men
in Ohio.^°
It was conceivable that Simon Perkins, Jr. migrated to
Akron (Portgage County) from Warren (Trumbull County) because
both towns were located less than forty miles apart. Moreover,
it is conceivable that his father brought him to Akron. As a
part of the elder Perkins' illustrious career, he was charged
with the execution of Ohio's canal system from 1826 to 1838.
The proposed canal began a few miles from Poland (Trumbull
County) and passed through Warren and Akron. As commissioner
of the canal, the elder Perkins visited Akron in order to
check on the progress of the canal. This experience at Akron
not only may have accounted for Simon Perkins, Jr.'s desire
to live in Akron, but also it may have accounted for his wealth.
When the elder Perkins died in 1844, his son received wealth
from the land agency investments.
Simon Perkins, Jr. met Brown in Akron under one of two
situations. Prior to Brown's descent on Akron, Perkins had
^^Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography, rev.
ed. (1900), S.V. "Simon Perkins," by James Grant Wilson and
John Fiske, p. 730.
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already been in the sheep business, although it was not known
when he began. Either Perkins had other business obligations
or he had very little knowledge of the sheep industry. In his
quest for someone to manage his sheep business he met Brown,
an excellent wool sorter and a superior evaluator of quality
wool who was, likewise, in search of a potential financier owing
to his financial destitution.
The second situation in which Brown may have become
acquainted with Perkins was during his incarceration at the
Akron jail in 1842. Two years before their business arrange¬
ment was consummated in which Perkins consented also to rent¬
ing Brown a house in Akron at $30 a year. Brown was incar¬
cerated at the county jail in Akron as a result of a dis-
favorable decision by a judge involving a cause of action by
one of his creditors. It was also during this period that
Brown could have learned about Perkins' sheep, his interest in
the sheep business, and his wealth. It appeared that Brown
became acquainted with Perkins not only through his search for
a financier, but also through his previous business excur¬
sions to Akron.
The agreement reached between Brown and Perkins was
stated more clearly than the arrangement struck between Brown
and Thompson in 1826. Not only did these men agree to merge
their flocks of sheep and to share in the profits and losses,
but they also consented to divide the responsibilities between
^^Sanbom, ed. , Life and Letters of John Brown, p. 55.
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them. While Perkins served as the financier. Brown was obli¬
gated to feed and shelter the sheep; to shear the sheep; and to
ship the wool to the northeastern market. Two years later,
this business agreement was expanded in response to Brown's
belief that the wool growers were being shortchanged in the
northeastern market. Brown felt that the wool growers in this
market dishonestly graded the wool so that they could purchase
high quality wool at lower prices. This dishonesty disturbed
Brown to the point that he went to Perkins with a scheme to
halt this unfairness. He proposed that they enter the business
of grading wool in the northeastern market. Perkins, although
highly skeptical, finally consented. Brown's plan called for
Perkins to financially support an operation in Springfield,
Massachusetts.^^ On March 24, 1846, Brown expounded briefly on
this plan. He explained to John Brown, Jr. that presently he
was among the wool growers; that he looked forward to beginning
their operations next stunmer; that Perkins expressed confidence
ultimately in the new arrangement; and that if he knew of any
wool dealers or growers he could notify these potential cus¬
tomers by the circular.The circular that Brown alluded to
was attached to his communication to John Brown, Jr., and
described vividly what Brown and Perkins' business arrangement
in Springfield entailed. It indicated that Brown and Perkins
were commissioned wool dealers; that they were ready to receive
12
Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, p. 54.
1
Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, pp.
62-62.
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wool from either growers or holders; that upon receiving this
wool, they would grade and sell it on a cash basis only,
although their actions showed that they did not rule out the
credit avenue completely; that their storage, grading, and
selling of this wool would be two cents per pound; and that
there would be an additional cost of half a cent for postage
and for insurance against fire. This circular also gave an
indication of the price of graded wool and the vastness of
the Brown and Perkins business arrangement.^^ The business
arrangements with both Thompson and Perkins called for un¬
ending diligence and attentiveness. However, the chief inquiry
remained to what extent did these businesses agree, if at
all, with Brown's abolitionist endeavors.
14
Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, p. 63;
and John Brown to James Wallace, 20 October 1846, John Brown,
Jr. Papers, Boyd B. Stutler Collection, Trevor Arnett Library,
Atlanta University, Georgia (hereafter cited as BBSC). The
price at which Brown sold wool grower's fleece depended upon
the quality of the wool. After receiving wool. Brown had
five numerical grades in which to place the wool. In general,
from ascending order, high quality wool was sold by Brown at
either 75c or 65c per pound respectively. Wool which costed
75q per pound was designated R.R., and wool which costed 65q
per pound was designated Extra. Wool which had a numerical
grade of one was sold at 55c per pound; a numerical grade of
two costed 45c per pound; a numerical grade of three was sold
at 32c per pound; a numerical grade of four costed 28c per
pound; and a numerical grade of five was sold at 25c per
pound. These prices were determined by the existing market
price for wool, and fluctuated according to the economic law
of supply and demand. States covered besides Ohio were
Pennsylvania, New York, and Virginia. In Ohio alone. Brown
and Perkins had representatives in Steubenville (Jefferson
County) , Massilon (Stark County), Brandywine Mills (Siammit
County), German (Harrison County), Richfield (Summit County),
and Hudson (Summit County). In Pennsylvania, there were
representatives located at West Middleton (Washington County),
Darlington (Beavor County), Patterson's Mills (Washington
County), Burgettstown (Washington County), and Washington
28
(Washington County). New York had several representatives
located in Vernon (Oneida County), while Virginia had one at
Bethany College.
CHAPTER III
ABOLITIONIST ENDEAVORS VERSUS BUSINESS
ACTIVITY, 1820-1846
As early as 1812, John Brown exclaimed that he would
deliver a death blow to slavery. His obstinate antislavery
position was cultivated by his observation of a young slave's
brutal punishment, his father's antislavery activities at
Western Reserve College, and his residence in the antislavery
environment of Hudson, Ohio. Brown consequently made an effort
to articulate his feelings in the form of rhetoric and physi¬
cal activity. Those persons who knew him were acquainted with
his position. One of Brown's friends said that Brown possessed
only one belief: because slavery was a gross sin upon mankind
and contrary to the teachings of the Bible, he believed that
he had a Christian duty to fulfill--an obligation to do what¬
ever was necessary to free the slaves of their abject condi¬
tion .
As Brown approached his later years, be began to real¬
ize that freedom for Blacks would not occur without a resort
to physical tactics. This belief culminated in the Pottawa¬
tomie and Osawatomie incidents at Kansas in 1856 and the
famous Harper's Ferry Raid in 1859. Ten years earlier. Brown
told Frederick Douglass that his business activities were not
29
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only a means to support his family, but were also a means to
aid the slaves.^ During these ten years, as well as the
twenty-five years prior to his conversation with Douglass,
Brown engaged in abolitionist activities. However, the ques¬
tion remained whether his abolitionist activity was curtailed
while he was engaged in a multitude of businesses with Seth
Thompson and Simon Perkins, Jr. between 1820 and 1846.
The 1820s appealed to the political sensitivity of the
American citizenry. Most Americans were well aware of the
sectional conflict which began to develop and realized that
political decisions would determine their economic destiny.
Slavery, at this time, was not just a moral issue, but also a
political one as northern, southern, and western leaders
sought political equilibrium. The quest for equilibrium among
free and slave states resulted in the Missouri Compromise, the
first major event of the 1820s when Maine was admitted to the
Union as a free state, while Missouri came in as a slave state.
To prevent further controversy over slaverj^ in the Missouri
Territory which came into existence when the Louisiana Pur¬
chase Territory was divided into free and slave sections. Con¬
gress adopted the 36° 31' north latitude proposal which pro-
2
hibited slavery in the northern Missouri Territory.
^Frederick Douglass, Life and Times of Frederick
Douglass (London: Collier-Macmillan, 1962), pp. 273-274.
2
Glover Moore, The Missouri Controversy, 1819-1821
(Kentucky: University of Kentucky Press, 1933), pp. 84-90.
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At this time, John Brown was involved with his tanning
business and had just taken a wife. Nonetheless, he engaged
in some antislavery activity but it was not in response to the
Compromise of 1820. According to his son, John Brown, Jr.,
Brown made a name for himself in Hudson. Not only was he in¬
volved in Sunday school services at the Congregational Church,
but he also used the church as an instrument to impress upon
his fellow citizenry the dispicableness of slavery. Aware of
Brown's strong distaste for slavery, the citizenry directed
fugitive slaves to Brown's home where he sheltered and gave
them food. On the occasion described by the junior Brown,
these poor Black people were uneasy because slavecatchers
roamed near the main road. To calm them down. Brown took the
fugitive slaves to the nearby swamps and gave them firearms
for protection. Later that night, he retrieved the indigent
Negroes, fed them once again, and finally sent them further
3
northward once the slavecatchers left the area.
During this period. Brown enjoyed success at the tan¬
nery, employing ten to fifteen men. The operation of the tan¬
nery in no way interfered with his abolitionist work of as¬
sisting the fugitive slaves. Moreover, it appears that Brown
had this leisure to help the fugitive slaves because he had
not officially started his business arrangement with Seth
Thompson. After Brown's protection of the indigent Negroes
in 1826, he experienced little success in his abolitionist
3
Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, pp.
34-35.
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endeavor owing to business adversity.
Toward the latter part of the 1820s the Abolitionist
Crusade began. In terms of a specific date, some historians
have said that the Crusade crystallized during Andrew Jack¬
son's first year as President of the nation in 1829. At this
time, David Walker published his Appeals, while nearly two
years later Nat Turner placed fear in the hearts of the white
citizenry of Southampton County, Virginia by leading a rebel¬
lion there. The trend of thought which dominated the period
was the American Colonization Society's position which was
that Blacks should be removed from the United States because
the two races were unable to live in harmony. The Society
concluded that Blacks needed their own country in order to
realize their potential. The abolitionists rejected this
position, believing that the Negro's home was in the United
States and that the proper remedy due to him was the termina¬
tion of slavery. In the early stages of divergent positions
between the two adversaries, the abolitionists tried to
change the slaveholders' mind and hoped that sympathizers
would agree with them as both abolitionists and antislavery
societies produced a wealth of material questioning the moral
4
justification of slavery.
Also, at this time, William Lloyd Garrison arose to
‘^John L. Thomas, ed. , Slavery Attacked: The Abolition-
ist Crusade, 1830-1860 (Englewood Cliffs, J. J. : Prentice-
Hall), pp. 1-5; Louis Filler, The Crusade Against Slavery
(New York: Harper and Row), pp. 60-63; and Oates, To Purge
This Land With Blood, pp. 28-29.
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national prominence as a result of his position that slaves should
be emancipated expeditiously. Garrison used the Liberator, a
newspaper that he founded in 1831, as a launching pad for his
attack on slavery and the colonizationists' position. In New
York, Authur and Lewis Tappans, wealthy philanthropists, had
begun their movement. They supported Theodore Dwight Weld who
led a group of theology students at Lane Seminary in Ohio.
They had planned to make the school and the State of Ohio a
center of immediate emancipation. Consequently, Ohio was a
hotbed of debate between the abolitionists and colonizationists.
Sharing Garrison's position. Brown became convinced that God
was about to terminate the peculiar institution.^
Brown, however, played an inactive role at the college
where some of the debates took place as a number of correspon¬
dences to Seth Thompson between 1831 and 1834 illustrated.
Beginning on February 18, 1831, Brown indicated to Thompson
that business looked positive and gave Thompson a fiscal state¬
ment which showed that he was entitled to $564 from Brown's
dealings in leather goods, while having already received $36
in cash. Brown also sent him $146 worth of leather and bought
himself $147 worth of hides. During the last week of July,
however, Brown reversed the positiveness in his communications
to business associates. For example, he informed Thompson
that he began to experience financial difficulty because he
^Filler, The Crusade Against Slavery, pp. 61-63; and
Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, p. 28.
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received a loan from a local bank in Pennsylvania, but was
unable to repay it although he journeyed to Buffalo, New York
g
to raise funds for the outstanding debt.
Brown's predicament worsened in August, by which time
he was so dissatisfied with his financial condition that he
expressed an interest in discontinuing the business arrangement
with Thompson. Specifically, he asked Thompson to come to Ran¬
dolph County for the purpose of settling their account.^
Brown's posture of business uncertainty resulted either from
the bank harassing him for its loan, the fact that his wife
died, or a combination of both. Regardless of which, the
effect upon Brown's abolitionist activity was profound because
all business operations on his part came to a standstill.
Thompson, on the other hand, felt that Brown was performing
admirably except for depression due to his first wife's death.
He influenced Brown to agree that it was in their best interest
to continue the business arrangement.
On August twentieth. Brown indicated that business,
once again, was on the upswing. He had just received informa¬
tion from the bank indicating it was willing to forego the loan
for a certain period. Subsequently, Brown went to Buffalo
where he not only found a good market for beef cattle, but
also found time to raise $200 toward the bank debt.
^John Brown to Seth Thompson, 18 February 1831 and
23 July 1831, JBC.
^John Brown to Seth Thompson, 13 August 1831, JBC.
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Nonetheless, it appears that his financial nightmares were
not quite over. Surprisingly, Brown asked Thompson to use
his influence over a bank that he had previously dealt with
in order to borrow money to repay the loan.®
In the years between 1832 and 1833, Brown also made
little progress. He optimistically started off the 1832 year
believing not only that his debts would be met but also that
he would be able to consummate cattle sales. On April 13,1832,
Brown told Thompson that their financial condition was improv¬
ing because he had just made a sale and was waiting for the
cash. Their financial condition was proceeding at such a
favorable pace that Brown inquired about the prospect of get¬
ting sheep in Hartford, Ohio. Despite this favorable business
transaction, he still found himself in need of money from
Thompson in order to purchase a mere oxen team.^
Four months later, Brown was a harbinger of good news
informing Thompson that he could definitely sell a consider¬
able amount of leather. But in the first week of November in
1832, he was ill with a malaria-type fever which slowed down
business activity. Once his health improved, business activity
rose accordingly. At this time. Brown informed Thompson that he
would send him between $400 and $600 in the course of a month.
However, he failed to deliver on this promise as the bank loan
®John Brown to Seth Thompson, 20 August 1831, JBC.
^John Brown to Seth Thompson, 13 April 1832 and 17
August 1832, JBC.
^*^John Brown to Seth Thompson, 3 November 1832, JBC.
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was still unpaid.
During the second week of January 1833, Brown's finan¬
cial problems remained with him. The bank, unwilling to waste
another moment in the recovery of its money because it felt
that Brown had been provided with ample time, contemplated
resorting to stiffen methods. Subsequently, Brown revealed
to Thompson that he could be sued by the bank, owing to their
joint status in the business arrangement. To make matters
worst. Brown possessed no means of obtaining any money to make
a pa3mient on the debt, although he expended a tremendous amount
of energy at attempted cattles sales to meet this obligation.
This expenditure of energy finally yielded dividends
in March 1833. On March 2, Brown sent Thompson $30 to endorse
a note, but more importantly, told him to use the balance for
the loan. Nonetheless, the debt was not still completely
satisfied.Consequently, Brown's debt contributed substan¬
tially to his lack of time to engage in abolitionist activity
between 1829 and 1833.
However, between 1834 and 1840, as the Abolitionist
Crusade continued. Brown was touched by its antislavery rheto¬
ric and was determined to participate in the movement. Mean¬
while, the proslavery proponents were resolved to meet the
challenge of the abolitionists. In 1835, a mob in Boston
dragged Garrison through the streets until he was rescued by
^^John Brown to Seth Thompson, 11 January 1833 and
2 March 1833, JBC.
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friends. Antiblack riots in New York and Pennsylvania also
erupted. However, in Richmond County, Pennsylvania, Brown
not only urged his neighbors to shelter runaway slaves, but
also rendered assistance to the antislavery cause. After he
erected his house, he built a large barn adjacent to it with
a small secret room and a concealed trap door. This well ven¬
tilated, clandestine compartment within the barn was con¬
structed to harbor the fugitive slaves that frequented Brown's
12
home. Furthermore, on November 21, 1834, Brown informed his
brother Frederick that he had been trying to think of a way to
help the slaves. He came to the conclusion that he would
adopt a Black youth in order to raise him outside of the
wretchedness of slavery because it was part of his Christian
duty. Brown also indicated that he had been trying to estab-
13lish a school for Blacks and requested Frederick's assistance.
In 1835, he moved to Franklin Kills, still contemplating these
plans.
The aid to fugitive slaves in Richmond County and the
plans to promote the education of Negroes were joined by other
antislavery gestures on Brown's part. In Alton, Illinois in
1837, Elijah Lovejoy was killed by a mob for his role in the
printing of abolitionists material. While in Boston, Brown
heard the Reverend Laurens P. Hitchcock, a professor of
1 2
Ernest C. Miller, "John Brown's Ten Years in North¬
western Pennsylvania," Pennsylvania History 25 (January 1948):
25.
13
Ruchames, ed. John Brown: Making of a Revolutionary,
pp. 50-51.
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theology at Western Reserve College, deliver an emotional
eulogy that elevated Lovejoy to martyrdom. According to
several persons at the church where the memorial services were
held, Brown was so stirred by the visciousness of slavery and
the little respect that it had for human life that he dedicated
his life to the destruction of the peculiar institution. A
similar pledge was taken in 1837. According to John Brown, Jr.,
his father gathered the family around him, expressed his
desire to end slavery, and sought God's assistance and bles-
lA
sings.
Following this rededication to the Abolitionist Cru¬
sade, an event occurred which led Brown to question the
activities of the Congregational Church of Franklin Mills.
According to the junior Brovm, the Congregational Church under
the spiritual leadership of the Reverend Mr. Burritt, and
other denominations--the Methodists and Episcopalians--joined
in a meeting of which the objective was to commence a spiritual
revival. Free colored persons and fugitive slaves in great
numbers at Franklin Mills decided to honor this call to wor¬
ship and were given seats near the back entrance of the church
where it was impossible to hear the minister's sermon and the
choir's singing. Brown noticed this seating arrangement, and
at the next service that night, brought to Reverend Burritt's
attention that segregation and discrimination were being
^*^Sanbom, ed. , Life and Letters of John Brown, pp.
40-41.
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practiced in his church. Brown stated in no uncertian terms
that God did not sanction this kind of activity. Then, he
assisted the Negroes in moving closer to the pulpit by giving
them the Brown family's pew. The deacons of the church imme¬
diately desired to apprise Brown of his improper behavior at
the church, but were distracted by a discussion of religious
views. In 1838, however, the deacons accomplished their
appointed task. Brown, a victim of religious repercussions,
was ex-communicated from the Franklin Mills Church because he
made an antislavery gesture by exchanging his family seats for
those of the Negroes.
Nonetheless, Brown's aid to fugitive slaves, his plans
for Negro education, his plan to raise a Negro youth and his
activity in the Congregational Church, all integral parts in
his grandoise objective—to end slavery-were curtailed owing
to his financial problems.
Aggravated by a money scarcity which took hold of the
country, these financial problems were articulated by Brown
in the following correspondences, between 1834 and 1840. Two
months before the end of 1834, Brown averred that he sent
Thompson $20 and would send more. Five months later. Brown
acknowledged that Thompson was ready to have his cattle taken
to market. Furthermore, on October 24, 1835, Brovm stated
that he intended to send Thompson more money along with some
leather. Business had prospered to the extent that Brown now
^^Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, pp.
43-44.
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considered other business enterprises. Hence, he became en¬
trenched in the land speculation business, thereby attempting
to increase Thompson's and his profits. In this business,
Thompson gave Brown $1,134 and consented to supplying a
balance of $3,000, while Brown borrowed a total of $1,000 from
business associates Frederick Wadworth and Herman Ovaitt.
Simultaneously, he also entered into a business arrangement
16
with twenty-one other businessmen.
The land business began in early 1836. On February 8,
1836, Brown informed Thompson of the purchase of several acres
of land from Mr. Newberry at 75c per acre. His intentions were
to resell the land at a higher price. Approximately two months
later. Brown pointed out that he sold two lots at $800 apiece,
but had not received the money. Three months thereafter, he
claimed to have other buyers.
Although Brown and Thompson appeared to be prosperous,
their problems began in the latter part of 1835. During this
period when the Abolitionist Crusade gained strength. Brown
was in a position to do little.
As early as March 1834, Brown gave indications of
difficulty concerning the availability of hard money. On
March 1, 1834, he informed Thompson of his inability to obtain
any money due to its scarcity. He blamed his financial
^^Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, p. 35.
^^John Brown to Seth Thompson, 8 February 1836 and
4 April 1836, JBC.
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problems on Andrew Jackson, who in his war against the Second
Bank of the United States, made it difficult to obtain bank
loans as the need arose. A few years later, Jackson's same
policy suppressed the use of paper money and called for the
circulation of gold and silver specie, also difficult to obtain.
This had an effect on Brown's business arrangement because at
certain times money was needed to keep the business solvent.
Two years later. Brown was concerned with the same problem.
For example, on July 23, 1836, he expressed to Thompson concern
about having to wait for money owed to him by a buyer because
money was not in good circulation. Moreover, he had no idea
when he would have the money to pay Mr. Newberry the balance
18
for the land that he purchased from him.
By February 1837, the financial picture became so mud¬
died that Brown told Thompson that he would no longer use
their joint funds for land speculation. But as far as Thomp¬
son was concerned, it was too late to make financial amends.
He wanted to sell his part of the property before the situa¬
tion worsened. However, on February 24, 1837, Brown expressed
his distaste for Thompson's desire to sell because he believed
that more money could be obtained for the land, and informed
Thompson that he had partially paid off the balance owed to
19
Newberry --a valiant attempt by Brown to pacify Thompson.
As the business sector began to develop in the middle
18
John Brown to Seth Thompson, 1 March 1834 and
23 July 1836, JBC.
1 Q
John Brown to Seth Thompson, 24 February 1837, JBC.
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of 1837, Brown was correct in his assessment of the possibility
of receiving a higher price for the land because by August,
his financial problems subsided. On August 4, 1837, he col¬
lected enough money from a prior land sale to almost satisfy
the entire balance owed to Newberry. Also, Thompson learned
that Brown was negotiating to sell the remainder of their land
for $1,700.
Some sixteen months later. Brown's prosperity took a
turn for the worst. He informed Thompson that he was going to
Connecticut in order to obtain more loans to keep the land
business solvent. On May 28, 1839 Brown sold at least $100
worth of cattle, but yet a trip to Boston was mandatory to
seek loans. He not only returned moneyless from Boston, but
also received the news that one of his twenty-one business
associates, Daniel Gaylord, had obtained a monetary judgment
20
against him. Moreover, Thompson learned of the possibility
that Gaylord might seek compensation from him to satisfy part
of the judgment.
Undoubtedly, Brown was well aware of the seriousness
of his financial condition and the problem that it caused
Thompson. Not only did Thompson have to concern himself with
the possibility that Gaylord would show up at any moment in
Akron, but also that he would have to cope with his own finan¬
cial condition stemming from Brown's mismanagement of the busi¬
ness. In a letter of July 21, 1840, Brown touched upon this
20
John Brown to Seth Thompson, 4 August 1837 and
28 May 1839, JBC.
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point. Previously, Thompson told Brown that he was a victim
of financial hardship and wished to know whether Brown could
be of assistance in any capacity. In no uncertain terms, Brown
revealed that he had sold his personal property to lessen his
financial burden. As a result of this necessary sale, he was
unable to be of any help to Thompson because his family needed
21
him to provide for its well-being.
In 1841 and 1842, Brown's financial conditions remained
the same. During this period, he gave serious consideration
to investing his energies nearly full-time in the sheep trade.
At various times since 1826, Brown had raised sheep. Now, how¬
ever, he was determined to rely more heavily upon this trade.
Consequently, he contacted minor business associates, Herman
Oviatt and George Kellogg, agent of the New England Woolen
Company, and entered into business arrangements with these two
gentlemen which lasted a short time and were similar to the
agreement that Brown later struck with Simon Perkins, Jr. in
January 1844. Again, Brown engaged in very little abolitionist
activity because he jockeyed with business problems as illus¬
trated by the following correspondences in 1841 and 1842.
Beginning on March 4, 1841, Brown informed Thompson
that he was taking measures to have the Gaylord judgment set
aside. Furthermore, he urged Thompson to keep all the records
in tact concerning his correspondences with Gaylord. However,
Thompson appeared more concerned about his own financial
21
John Brown to Seth Thompson, 21 July 1840, JBC.
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plight. He explained to Brown in September 1842 that financial
probelms constantly hounded him. Brown, on the other hand,
told Thompson that he was similarly situated, that the origin
of their problems were the Old Haymaker Farm purchase of 1837,
and that Wadsworth and Wells sued him on a mortgage that he
22
gave them in connection with a previous land sale. Moreover,
the New England Woolen Company was closing in quickly on him.
As all of Brown's creditors crowded him, he realized
that he could not satisfy all his debts and decided to file
for bankruptcy. He notified the New England Woolen Company of
his financial difficulty and expressed his happiness at the
court's rendering a decision in his favor--a discharge in bank¬
ruptcy. On the other hand. Brown believed that he had a moral
obligation to satisfy some of these debts, but he changed his
mind frequently because he had no money. All these lawsuits
brought against Brown, however, did not result in his release
from total financial responsibility. After his brief incar¬
ceration in 1842, as a result of tardiness in settling debts,
he spoke to his son on July 24, 1843. According to John Brown,
Jr., his father apologized for not writing him, claiming that
business demands interfered with his leisure and sent him no
23
money because the persons who owed him money were delinquent.
Although business adversity was paramount in Brown's
22
John Brown to Seth Thompson, 4 March 1841 and
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life in 1844, he remembered his pledge against the peculiar
institution. While encountering business problems, he felt
that God was on his side and that he was not to be deterred.
During the early 1840s, the slavery issue resurfaced
and began to slowly split the nation in sections. The basic
question which influenced political candidates to state their
position concisely was whether Texas should be annexed to the
Union. In the 1820s, the John Quincy Adams and Andrew Jackson
presidential administrations wanted to annex Texas so much that
they used monetary inducement to persuade Mexico to relinquish
her claims. Moreover, the fact that by the 1830s over 20,000
Americans had settled in Texas served to influence the Union's
bids, but Mexico refused all of the United States' offers,
thereby inflamming a rising country which had given credence
to manifest destiny since the Louisiana Purchase. The South,
more than any section of the United States, was disgruntled
with Mexico because it saw Texas as a perfect location to ex¬
tend slavery. The highly industrialized North was pleased
over Union failures because it perceived slavery as an injustice
24
upon mankind and as a deterrent to southern industrial growth.
Therefore, once hostilities developed between Americans and
Mexicans in Texas concerning its independence, the Tyler admin¬
istration, supportive of southern opinion, provided financial
and military aid to the American settlers.
2 A-^Allan Nevins, Ordeal of the Union: Fruits of Mani-
fest Destiny, 1847-1852, 2 vols. (New York: Scribner's Sons,
V^) , 1; 321355.
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In response to the Texas conflict and the Abolitionist
Crusade, John Calhoun decided to re-emphasize strongly the
southern viewpoint. While northern politicians denounced
slavery in Washington, D. C., Calhoun persuaded the southern
faction in the Senate to pass a resolution in order to halt the
north's interference with slavery in the Capitol. After Senate
ratification of Calhoun's resolution, the House went a step
further on all issues which dealt with slavery by adding the
21st Rule or "gag rule" to its standing resolutions which post¬
poned automatically all petitions with slavery as its principal
theme. The "gag rule" and the Texas annexation question caused
an antislavery fervor among northern politicians. For example,
John Quincy Adams' opposition to the "gag rule" gave impetus
to members of the Liberty Party, formed in 1840, to challenge
ultimately slavery through the political arena.
Brown admired Joshua Giddings, who fought alongside
John Quincy Adams for the destruction of the "gag rule." Gid¬
dings, a devout abolitionist who represented for twenty-one
years the congressional district that included Western Reserve
College, welcomed all opportunities to engage in debate in
order to promote the antislavery position in Congress. Gid¬
dings had paid close attention to the mutiny of slaves on the
ship Creole. In 1841, this vessel was on its way from New
Orleans to Richmond when Madison Washington, a fugitive, led
134 slaves to seize control of the ship which resulted in the
death of a ship officer before the slaves guided the vessel to
Nassau. When Giddings questioned proslavery efforts in
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Congress to have these Negroes extradited he faced censorship
by his peers.
In response to his support of Giddings, Brown not only
stayed informed of Giddings abolitionist activity, but also
became involved in the Liberty Party, knowing that it espoused
an antislavery platform. Also, as a result of inspiration from
Giddings, Brown decided to play an important role in the Ohio
Underground Railroad Movement. At Western Reserve College
where several of the lines were located. Brown served as a con¬
ductor. Like his homes in Randolph County, nearly all of them
in Franklin Mills had secret rooms in either the main dwelling
26
or the barn for harboring slaves.
Charles S. S. Griffing, in an interview with the Cin¬
cinnati Enquirer in 1879, touched upon Brown's conductor
activities in Ohio in 1844. Griffing originally resided in
Columbiana County, Ohio and began his abolitionist activity
approximately in 1844, if not earlier. According to Griffing,
Brown was not a man of words but of action. In his underground
activities, he assumed more risk to procure Negro freedom than
other conductors and stayed ready to physically protect his
coterie of fugitive slaves if any persons interfered with him.
With the leadership of Griffing, Marius Robinson, and other
25
John Quincy Adams, Memoirs of John Quincy Adams,
Comprising of Portions of His Diary from 1795 to 1848, ed^. ,
Charles Francis Adams, 12 vols. (Freeport, N. Y. : Libraries
Press, 1969)11:113-180, and Joshua R. Giddings, Speeches in
Congress (New York: Negro Universities Press), ppt 52-72.
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abolitionists, Brown rendered assistance to the Ohio Under¬
ground Railroad which aided nearly 2,000 slaves from slavery
27
to freedom.
During the 1842-1843 period. Brown's financial picture
looked brighter because his business difficulty subsided a
great deal. This gave him the opportunity in 1844 to assist
the Ohio Underground Railroad Movement since his fortunes were
on the rise. For example, on January 11, 1844, Brown not only
apprised his son of the business arrangement with Perkins, but
he also expressed optimism, believing that a better day was
ahead despite his money setbacks. He explained that the busi¬
ness arrangement with Perkins was the most "comfortable and
favorable" that he had ever dreamed. In a letter on March 7,
1844, Brown revealed to his wife that his business pursuits
had prevented him from sharing a great portion of his time
with her, but his present situation encouraged him to believe
that he would be home soon. A little over three months later.
Brown not only indicated the reason why his journey homeward
could occur at any day, but also why he had time to help the
Ohio Underground Railroad conductors. On June 22, 1844, he
explained to John Brown, Jr. that he had just moved to Akron;
that he had raised 560 lambs; that he possessed over 3,700
pounds of wool; that he was offered 56c per pound for one ton
of it; and that the prospects for further sales appeared
27
Louis Filler, ed., "John Brown in Ohio: An Interview
with Charles S. S. Griffings," OAHQ 53 (April 1949):215-216.
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excellent. Furthermore, for the first time since his problems
developed seriously with the Ha3rmaker Farm incident, Brown
enclosed three dollars to his son. His wealth made it easier
for him to have leisure and to put this time to excellent use--
helping the Ohio Underground Railroad Movement.
In 1845, Brown's prosperity continued. During the lat¬
ter part of this year, he overflowed with confidence that his
business pursuits would not decline lower than the present pros¬
perous level, and subsequently took the time to enhance his
skills at public relations. Frequently he informed potential
customers of his expertise as an excellent evaluator of fleece.
For example, on December 27, 1845 while at Stark County, Ohio,
Brown explained to Messrs. Heldenbrand and Noble that his flock
of sheep was excellent quality; that in his search for the best
sheep, he travelled thousands of miles; and that they would not
be disappointed if they did business with him because he repre-
29sented the best woolgrower in the midwest.
By 1846, however, deceptive manufacturers posing as
woolgrowers in the northeastern market received low prices for
quality wool. Thus, Brown was ready to move to Springfield in
28
John Brown to John Brown, Jr., 11 January 1844; John
Brown to Mary Brown, 7 March 1844; and John Brown to John Brown,
Jr., 22 June 1844, JBC.
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John Brown to Heldenbrand, Noble, 27 December 1855,
BBSC. All other persons in the text of the thesis henceforth
are business associates-customers of John Brown, unless other¬
wise indicated. Business associates and customers are synony¬
mous in this thesis because John Brown and historians have
referred to Brown's business companions as business associates
and customers.
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order to take charge of the new office that he and Perkins
agreed was imperative if fair prices for quality wool were to
ever be realized. During this period, Brown again remembered
his vow against slavery,
Springfield in 1846 became gradually a bastion of Under¬
ground Railroad activity. The Connecticut River, and the ad¬
joining valley region was an excellent route for these activi¬
ties. It was at Springfield that Brown, while discussing one
branch of the Underground Railroad in connection with the val¬
ley region, spoke of the "Subterranean Pass Way." Hence,
Brown pictured this region as a superior environment to co¬
vertly funnel slaves into Canada. Wasting little time before
attempting this scheme, he forthwith used his resident at 31
31
Franklin Street as a "railway station."
While in Springfield, Brown was not merely contented
with limiting his activities to the Underground Railroad, but
he also gave staunch consideration at physically attacking the
peculiar institution. Through the good fortune of the younger
Brown, he became acquainted with Thomas Thomas, an energetic
3n
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Ibid., p. 191. By 1846, Brown had approximately
seven times illustrated abolitionist activity. Direct aboli¬
tionist activity-that is. Brown resorted to some kind of physi¬
cal activity, occurred four times; his aid to fugitive slaves
in 1834 and 1836; his challenge of segregation of the Congre¬
gational Church in 1849; and finally his activity with the
Ohio Underground Railroad Movement in 1844. On the other hand,
indirect abolitionist activity-that is. Brown resorted to the
use of words only, occurred three times; his plan to adopt a
Negro; his inclination to start a Negro school in 1834; and
his vow to obliterate slavery as a result of Elijah Lovejoy's
murder.
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and trustworthy fugitive slave from Maryland. He not only
hired Thomas as a porter in his warehouse, but he also divulged
his plan for a slave insurrection and offered Thomas a partici¬
patory role. Later, Brown asked the consenting Thomas to find
Madison Washington so that Washington could lead a contingent
of Brown’s slave recruits.
Despite the articulation of a worthy plan to free the
slaves. Brown's abolitionist endeavor was aborted owing to his
zealous desire to make the Springfield business a successful
adventure. Also, the Tariff of 1846 had a similar effect upon
Brown's insurrectory scheme as a number of correspondences
from Brown to his customers between June 23 and October 8, 1846
illustrated.
On June 23, 1846, Messrs. Kent and Hodges were the first
two gentlemen that Brown communicated with when he opened the
Springfield business. In general, these men learned about the
price of wool. Kent was told that the price of wool would not
fluctuate, while Hodges was informed that Brown's commission
would be the same as last year. Approximately fifteen days
later, other customers inquired about certain aspects of Brown
and Perkins' business. Hence, Messrs. Rose, Jacques, and Gil¬
more were all apprised of the fact that Brown possessed the
finest quality of wool in the United States and that he could
sell their wool very easily.
Thus far, no amount of wool had left Brown's warehouse,
although he dispersed information concerning the wool that he
posessed presently. However, it was on July 7, 1846 that
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Brown's story of why he had not consummated a sale began to
unfold. On this date, as usual, he talked with a multitude
of business associates, but the most important of these were
Mr. Oviatt and the partnerships Croft and Still and Richardson
and Helderbrand. Not only did he receive these men's wool but
candidly revealed also that he had a difficult time selling
O O
their wool on accovint of the Tariff.
Still, Brown prodded along owing to his belief that all
was not lost. As it turned out, he was correct. From July 14
through 25, favorable circumstances prevailed which enabled
him to make several wool sales. Among these were sending wool
to Messrs. Forum, Kingsburg, and the Mallard Company; inform¬
ing Mr. Bateham that he had sold 2,300 pounds of wool at an
average price of 69c per pound; and informing other customers
O *3
of wool shipments abroad.-^
A review of Brown's operations in Springfield indicated
that during the first month he was deeply involved in the wool
business. This involvement operated to curtail his abolition¬
ist activity. He had corresponded with approximately eighteen
persons and four companies, and indicated to these persons and
companies that he had received their wool, but on the whole,
confronted problems in attempting to sell it.
32John Brown to Messrs. Kent and Hodges, 23 June 1846;
and John Brown to Messrs. Rose, Jacques, Gilmore, Lougan, etc.,
7 July to 8 July 1846, BBSC.
^^John Brown to Messrs. Cook, Foriom, Kingsburg, etc.,
14 July to 21 July 1846, BBSC.
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However, it was the Tariff of 1846, known as the Walker
Bill, which caused more concern and, on many occasions, resulted
in irreparable damage to him. The question of whether the
Tariff would be passed was important because it affected the
textile manufacturers predominantly in the north and north¬
eastern sections of the United States. While Congress, in its
slow fashion, debated the strengths and weaknesses of the Bill,
manufacturers, as any businessman unaware of the market would
do, adopted the policy of no wool purchases in waiting for a
congressional decision. Consequently, Brown could not sell any
wool on account of the non-existence of the manufacturers'
demand. Hence, Brown was slowly but surely fading into finan¬
cial difficulty because his inability to make wool sales re¬
sulted in business stagnation and profit loss. This not only
meant that Brown had to labor much harder in order tc assure
the solvency of the Springfield business, but also that the
woeful situation at Springfield demanded top priority. There¬
fore, the response to the wretchedness of slavery, had a re¬
sponse been given at all, was not forthcoming at the moment.
The rigorous work schedule of Brown's remained un¬
changed after the first month at Springfield. Like a man pos¬
sessed with an uncompromising ambition, he continued by re¬
turning to the practice of informing potential customer of the
wool that he had already sold. From July 27 to August 1, 1846,
many customers received this information, in addition to money
that Brown expected to forward. For example, Messrs. Buchanan
and Tomer were told that Brown had sold over 1,800 pounds of
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wool at an average price of 69c per pound, while Mr. Smith
learned that Brown would pay him a balance of $129.66. These
communications not only illustrated the progress on Brown's
part, but they also showed that he possessed money, undoubtedly
3 A
received from previous wool sales. Despite these favorable
communications to many customers. Brown frequently depicted the
contrary. Not missing from virtually all these communications
were Brown's revelation of the Tariff quandary.
On August eighth through the fifteenth, the substance of
Brown's communications to his business associates was the same
except for a new twist to consummate wool sales. He not only
told Mr. Musgrave that his wool was received, and that he for¬
warded him sixteen bags of number two xvool at 2,199% pounds,
but also informed Messrs. Grant and Patterson that the diffi¬
culty of making wool sales on account of the new Tariff was
merely temporary. Prior to these communications. Brown ex¬
pressed pessimism in his selling of wool. Perhaps he be¬
lieved that his customers knew that he was doing his best.
Whatever Brown's customers thought, Brown believed that it
was his responsibility to instill confidence in the wool mar¬
ket. Therefore, his use of the word temporary in explaining
the Tariff quandary not only let his customers know that bet¬
ter days were ahead, but that it was also unnerving to think
O /
John Brown to Messrs. Morill, Allen, Tucker, Halluck,
etc., 27 July to 29, 1846; and John Brown to Messrs. Buchanan,
Tower, Lawrence, Smith, etc., 30 July to 1 August 1846, BBSC.
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otherwise. Consequently, from August 20 to 26, 1846 Brown
brought to Mr. Kellog's attention that he was sent 3,534 pounds
of wool at $1,171.68, while Mr. Smith was notified of Brown's
interest in four or five bucks. The most important person that
Brown talked with at the moment, however, was his financier,
Simon Perkins, Jr. Although Perkins learned that wool sales
were progressing slowly, he ascertained also that Brown was
35
unable to make wool sales and therefore was in hot water.
After completion of the second month of operations at
Springfield, Brown showed no signs of abridging his tremendous
workload. This time not only did he correspond with approxi¬
mately twenty-three persons and one company, but he also was a
victim of the new Tariff which, at the very least, kept sales
at a slow and depressed state. Undoubtedly, Brown was obsessed
with proving that the Springfield operation was not a blunder.
On August 27, 1846, Brown wrote to his customers that
conditions were improving for wool sales. From August 28 to
August 30, customers received this favorable information. Mr.
Cook was informed about the ameliorative conditions for wool
sales; that number three wool rose 3c more per pound; and that
Brown just consummated a sale of 30,000 pounds of wool at 25c
per pound. Moreover, Messrs. Kellogg and Musgrave were for¬
warded eighteen bales of number three wool at 3,349 pounds and
six sacks of wool at 1,173 pounds respectively. From Septem¬
ber first through the third, the candid Brown continued to
35
John Brown to Messrs. Grant, Patterson, Campbell,
etc., 8 August to 51 August 1846, BBSC.
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make progress as he showed confidence in his ability to sell
wool because conditions had improved to the point where he
could pursue other business interests. Cases in point were
letters to Messrs. Whitman, Kellogg, and the Oviatt-Porter
Company in which Brown revealed his interest in Saxony Ewes
36
(female sheep) and a special kind of cloth. Moreover, the
Oviatt-Porter Company received a pa3mient from Brown which indi¬
cated that he was solvent and possessed very little time for
abolitionist activity because he had to v7ork consistently in
order to say ahead of adversity.
From September 4 through 11, however. Brown witnessed
how quickly progress could retrogress. Just a few days ago, he
consummated a sale of 30,000 pounds of wool at 25c per pound.
Now, he could not sell any wool owing to the Tariff nemesis.
Although he inquired into the ability of Mr. Lawrence to pur¬
chase Mr. Heldenbrand's wool, forty-eight hours later he in¬
formed Mr. Atkinson of the possibility that he would not reopen
in Springfield the next season. Three days later, in an
attempt to sell the great quantity of wool in storage. Brown
informed Mr. Campbell of his plans to try the English and
French markets and informed Mr. Packett that the new Tariff,
without question, impeded his attempt to sell wool. Between
these seven days, other customers were apprised of the same
situation, but in the case of Messrs. Day, Martin, Dickson,
and the Lamber Slater and Sons Company, Brown went further.
O ^
John Brown to Messrs. Kellogg, Oviatt, Musgrave,
etc., 15 August to 30 August 1846, BBSC.
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Not only did they learn about the monstrous effect of the
Tariff on business, but they also received unfavorable infor¬
mation about their accounts which indicated that Brown was
37almost ready to close the doors of the Springfield operation.
Yet, Brown was not quite ready to go that far, although the new
Tariff, learned Mr. Williams, brought nearly all business to a
standstill on account of the manufacturers' unwillingness to
take a chance in the market.
From October 12, 1846 to the end of 1846, however.
Brown continued assidiously to contact his business associates.
He was successful at getting their attention, but the theme of
his story remained financial tragedy. He constantly held on
to his customers' wool, because he firmly believed that it was
the objective of the Springfield operation to demonstrate
tenacity in times of despair and to withstand diligently the
ominous situation. On the other hand, the manufacturers
reluctance to purchase wool was not related to a personal ven¬
detta against Brown as it would come to be later. At the
moment, the wool market was not conducive to manufacturers
laying out their financial resources owing to the uncertainty
of the market. Like any businessman. Brown could tolerate a
miniscle financial setback but he could not countenance the
financial backlash unabatedly, as a small number of scattered
letters from Brown to his customers between October 12, 1846
37
John Brown to Messrs. Whitman, Oviatt, Kellogg,
etc., 1 September to 3 September 1846, BBSC.
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and December 1846 illustrated.
On October 12, 1846, Brown notified Mr. Livingston of
the catastrophic effect of the new Tariff upon manufacturers.
Simultaneously, Brown possessed bills associated with his busi¬
ness activity at Springfield. Subsequently, he importuned Mr.
Kingsburgh on the same day to remit the balance of money owed
him due to his dearth of funds.
The need to address the manufacturer's reluctant atti¬
tude compositely and thoroughly struck Brown as incontro-
vertibly necessary. Consequently, he looked forward to the
woolgrowers meeting at Stuebenville, Ohio on February 17, 1847
because all concerned woolgrowers would be in attendance. But
between the last week of November and the first week of Decem¬
ber, he was still a harbinger of bad news. Messrs. Bentley,
Grant, Jones, and the Ludd and Campbell Company ascertained
that the wool market was backward owing to the Tariff of
3 8
1846. However, it was not until the middle of December that
Brown gave an incisive delineation of his grave condition. He
not only brought to Messrs. Patterson and Ewing attention that
the wool market was retarded, but also spoke of his unques¬
tionable inability to be of any financial service on account
of his $14,000 debt to other business associates. In an
attempt to abort a pending financial fiasco. Brown reconsidered
other methods and strategies in order to sell wool. On Christ¬
mas day, one of these strategies was employed. In part, he
38
John Brown to Messrs. Livingston, Heldenbrand, Grant,
etc., 12 October to 20 November 1846, BBSC.
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figured that if the United States wool market were fraught with
problems, then perhaps the English market would be a panacea
to his financial ills. Brown, therefore, took the liberty to
send Mr. Jacumbs of London some wool. Yet, three days after
Christmas, Brown admitted to Mr. Moore that if he were unsuc¬
cessful periodically for another month and a half, he would
settle his business associates accounts at the incipient Steu-
39benville meeting.
The 1846 year ended on a disparaging note, for Brown
contemplated the closing of the Springfield firm. This was to
be expected in addition to his abolitionist reluctance on
account of his rigorous work schedule and the Tariff of 1846.
39
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CHAPTER IV
ABOLITIONIST ENDEAVORS VERSUS BUSINESS
ACTIVITY, 1847-1854
As the year 1847 emerged, Brown had planned to initiate
a new chapter in his wool business which would lift him not
only from financial destitution but also from abolitionist in¬
activity. At the beginning of 1847, his wool business was suc¬
cessful. Neither the Tariff of 1846 nor his burdensome work
schedule interfered with his abolitionist endeavors. Primarily
responsible for this lack of interference was Brown's resur¬
rection of the English wool market. By his search for poten¬
tial wool buyers there, he paved the way for a spate of Ameri¬
can purchasers. Although England would fail him two years
later, it proved beneficial at the moment as correspondences
from January 1847 to the summer shutdown of the Springfield
business in February illustrated.
On January 8, 1847, Brown first witnessed the begin¬
ning of his business upswing. Initially, he informed Mr.
Burke of his need for $500 in order to satisfy a large bank
draft. Five days later, Mr. Proudfit learned about a decrease
in wool sales. However, unfavorable statements concerning
business activity ceased there. For example, on January 9
Brown was expecting to send a large amount of wool to England,
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while on the thirteenth, an Englishman purchased some wool. At
this juncture, Brown felt financially safe enough to praise
the English market for its boost of his wool sales and hoped
to use the new revenue to satisfy partially his business asso¬
ciates at the upcoming Steubenville wool meeting.^
Following the good news about the English market was
Brown's notification to Mr. Patterson. Not only did Patterson
learn about the reception of his wool but also ascertained
that Brown's succession of successful wool transactions allowed
him to forward money to his customer. This galvanized the
wool buyers at home. For example, nvimbers three and four wool
were sold principally to Englishmen. Then, an American manu¬
facturer purchased number five wool. Hence, a welcome chain
of wool sales was in its nascent stage. These sales forced
Brown to employ the services of two wool sorters. Moreover,
business bristled to the extent that he was forced to turn away
many wool purchasers.^
From January 16 to the end of the month, successful
business activity continued. On the sixteenth Brown, along
with acknowledging the reception of Mr. Forbes wool, said that
he would pay part of the money owed to his business associates.
Two days later, he expected to obtain $1,592.64 from Mr. Holmes
whom he had sent ten bags of wool. Simultaneously, Brown
^John Brown to Mr. Burke, 8 January 1847; John Brown
to Mr. Proudfit, 13 January 1847; and John Brown to an English¬
man, 9 January 1847, BBSC.
^John Brown to Mr. Patterson, 13 January 1847, BBSC.
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wanted some cloths from Mr. Benjamin in exchange for some of
his wool, a transaction which might have been impossible had
it not been for Brown's success.
While turbulence in the business realm subsided, a set¬
ting which Brown grew accustomed to, nefarious activity by
manufacturers was fomenting. Just before Brown concluded opera
tions at Springfield for the s;jramer, he mentioned to Mr. Rich¬
ardson the possible existence of a monopoly by a coterie of
3
manufacturers. Its objective was to remove Brown from the
wool business on account of his declaration of war against manu
facturers in June 1846 when he declared that his purpose in
opening the Springfield operation was to obliterate the blatant
unfair activities of the manufacturers.
In February, Brown journeyed to the woolgrower's
Steubenville meeting to discuss the wool market. On his return
to Springfield in July 1847, he assumed his rigorous work sched
ule, having no intentions of decreasing his business pace. E.
C. Leonard, a businessman who operated an office adjacent to
Brown, recalled that he became acquainted with Brown in the
summer of 1847 when Brown rented the upper part of John L.
King's old warehouse in which Leonard operated on the lower
floor. He stated that Brown sorted and graded wool unrelent¬
ingly and seldom exchanged greetings with him, although Brown
had to use the lower floor facility for ingress and egress.
3
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20 June 1847; and John Brown to Mr. Richardson, 27 January
1847, BBSC.
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For the year, it was calculated that Brown sorted and graded
approximately 500,000 pounds of wool, undoubtedly an indication
of his determination to be a successful wool merchant.^
Between July and November 1, 1847, Brown was at various
locations in the name of the Springfield operation. He demon¬
strated a concern constantly for his son who was in the wool
business. Prior to his return to Springfield, he urged the
younger Brown to journey to the family residence at Akron to
manage the sheep. However, the younger Brown did not go,
despite the $50 that his father sent him for this purpose be¬
cause he had business obligations. The wool business during
this period appeared to be proceeding at a fairly reasonable
rate because Brown issued no complaints to his family or busi¬
ness associates.^ On September 1, 1847 he told his daughter,
Ruth, that business was prosperous and that if it continued he
would visit her in either the last week of September or the
first week of October.
As a result of the prosperous state of the wool busi¬
ness, Brown registered his disdain for slavery once again. In
late 1847, he invited Frederick Douglass to his residence in
Springfield because he learned of this erudite, former fugitive
slave's escape to freedom and became acquainted with his harsh
speeches against human bondage. Douglass, on the other hand,
^Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, pp.
63-65.
^John Brovm to John Brown, Jr., 25 July 1847, BBSC.
^John Brown to Ruth Brown, 1 September 1847, BBSC.
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learned of Brown through conversations with fellow Negro aboli¬
tionists, Henry Highland Garnett and J. W. Loguen, both of whom
spoke of Brown with the utmost veneration. After Douglass di¬
gested a succulent meal of beef soup, cabbage, and potatoes.
Brown inveighed slavery, speaking vehemently against the harm¬
ful effects of slavery upon mankind and reproaching slave¬
holders. He maintained that they had forfeited their rights,
and that the slaves now possessed the right to physically over¬
throw the peculiar institution by any means because neither
moral nor political persuasion would end slavery. After
claiming that he had a sheme to remedy the slaves ignominous
position. Brown placed a United States map on the table and
directed Douglass' attention to the Alleghany Mountains.
Brown's scheme, as Douglass comprehended it did not envision a
rebellion among all the slaves and carnage of the slaveholders.
Brown realized that a general rebellion would be subjected to
failure. On the contrary, his scheme called for the creation
of a contingent of armed slaves, approximately twenty-five in
number, to be deployed in squads of five with twenty-five
miles between them. Although Brown was not repugnant to the
shedding of blood, the objective of the plan was to strike at
the profit margin of the slaveholders. The squads would be
instructed to visit certain plantations clandestinely in order
to induce slaves to run away and employ their energies for the
abolition of slavery.^
^Frederick Douglass, Life and Times of Frederick
Douglass (London: Collier-Macmillan, 1962), pp. 272-275.
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Although this scheme did not come to fruition until
twelve years later because his more pressing problems demanded
immediate attention, Brown continued with several other aboli¬
tionist activities. In early 1848, he published a short essay,
entitled "Sambo Mistakes," in the Ram's Horn, a short-lived
Negro abolitionist newspaper out of New York. This satire,
whose main character was the Negro Sambo, depicted the Negro's
misconceived ideas and beliefs about life. In this article.
Brown criticized the Negro's docile behavior and inquired
tersely when the Negro would begin to invest his energies in
g
aiding his people.
Later, Brown attempted to influence the Negro to obtain
the assistance of known national figures who had gone on public
record in opposition to slavery. One of these persons was the
Congressman from Ohio, Joshua Giddings. Contacting the honor¬
able Giddings in the middle of 1848, Brown explained that he
had a fund of over $1,000 which he desired to spend on Ameri¬
can wool goods. However, his underlying objective was to
manage this wool in a manner to benefit his fight against
slavery. Believing that he lacked the ability to influence the
American Tallent and Industry Company to purchase this wool,
Brown hoped that Giddings could use his congressional position
to persuade the Company to purchase the wool in the spirit of
the abolitionist cause. Three months later. Brown reminded
g
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Giddings of his request and wondered if it were possible for
him to meet the congressman at his Washington, D. C. residence
to discuss further the proposed pressure on the Company to
9
buy the wool.
During the period between November 1847 and September
1848, Brown had the leisure to address himself to the peculiar
institution--that is, articulating his scheme to Douglass and
requesting Giddings' aid. His wool business at Springfield
was proceeding at a relatively slow pace, either owing to the
supposed shutdown for the 1848 season or the manufacturer's
contempt of him. Nonetheless, in connection with Brown's ap¬
peal to Douglass and Giddings, there was no evidence that he
went beyond the r’netoric stage because he realized that both
requests would take some time for implementation. This time
was not available to Brown on account of the upcoming 1849
wool season. Its vicissitudes required his utmost attention.
In January and February of 1849, Brown experienced an
impressive wool market. The market in these months made him
reminisce about the 1847 period when it was fashionable finan¬
cially to be a wool broker. Presently, wool was in great
demand due to its scarcity. Hence, Brown possessed an oppor¬
tunity to become opulent now that the manufacturers engaged
in competition to procure wool. This competition allowed
Brown to pay his business associates and close out their
9
"John Brown to The Honorable Joshua R. Giddings,"
22 June 1848, and 7 September 1848, in John Brown: The Making
of a Pvevolutionary, ed. Louis Ruchames (New York: Grosset
and Dunlap, 1969), p. 72.
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accounts. However, this wool broker's market did not continue.
Brown had very little time to engage in abolitionist activity
as illustrated by correspondences during January 16, 1849 and
March 31, 1849 between he and his business associates.
On January 17, Brown's business success commenced
again. Initially, he told Mr. Christian that wool was selling
at last year's prices and business never looked better. Seve¬
ral days later other business associates were similarly ap¬
prised. However, from January 18 to 27, Brown changed the tone
of his communications. In general, he requested his business
associates to remain calm because the prospect of wool sales
were excellent.^®
By February 3, Brown showed that his prognostication
of the wool market was correct. Brown sent Chaplin $40 and
hoped to close his account as soon as possible. Additionally,
he forwarded to Messrs. Boyd and Bartlett $300 and $50 re¬
spectively. Between February 23 and 28, Brown kept the spirit
of other business associates at a high level by telling them
that their wool would be purchased because wool was previously
sold at advantageous prices, while the manufacturer's inven¬
tory was low.^^ Hence, manufacturers would be forced to stop
their machines if they chose to do without wool.
Brown continued his business activity on March 1, 1849,
On this date, Mr. Patterson received $400. Seven days later,
^*^John Brown to Mr. Christian, 17 January 1849, BBSC.
^^John Brown to Messrs. Boyd and Bartlett, 3 February
1849, BBSC.
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Brown enclosed to several business associates a total of
$2,075. This business success allowed him to pay other cus¬
tomers whether or not he had consxammated a sale. For example,
on March 3, Mr. Beeson learned not only that 13,665 pounds of
his wool was contracted away, but also that he could draw
$300 in fifteen days on Brown because a small amount of his
12wool was neither delivered nor paid for. Again, this success
would not last forever.
Beginning in March 1849 signs of trouble began to
arise. As early as the middle of 1847, Brown began to suspect
that the manufacturers detested him. On March 9, 1849, he
revealed to several customers that he could not sell their wool
owing to the depressed market prices caused by enemy manufac¬
turers. Rather than purchase Brown's quality wool at a lower
price, these manufacturers chose to pay higher prices. On the
other hand. Brown showed little stress because he realized that
manufacturers would eventually need his wool and only a small
group of manufacturers attempted to boycott him. Therefore,
between March 9 and March 31, 1849, he permitted approximately
$1,500 to be drawn on him and reminded his customer frequently
13
to have faith in the wool business.
After three months of business in 1849, Brown spoke
with no less than thirty business associates. The magnitude
12
John Brown to Mr. Patterson, 1 March 1849; and John
Brown to Mr. Beeson, 3 March 1849, BBSC.
13
John Brown to Cooke and Toomes, 9 March 1849, BBSC.
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of these business transactions was great. For the most part,
Brown met success although he had a small encounter with manu¬
facturers in the second week of March. His communication with
over thirty customers was indicative of a rigorous schedule
and served to abort his time to engage in abolitionist activity.
In the following months, April through June, Brown's
wool fortunes reached its nadir. He ceased eventually accept¬
ing bank drafts owing to his unfavorable circumstances. Not
only did he suffer from a lack of wool to grade and sort, but
he also countenanced a money shortage. Correspondences between
April and June highlighted Brown's financial reverses, and
again demonstrated his lack of time to strike a death blow
against slavery.
On April 3, 1849, Brown's wool business showed signs
of collapse. He frequently told business associates that their
wool was received and that the fine wool market could not be
better. Yet, he remained inactive in terms of consummating
wool sales and alluded indirectly to the distaste that manu¬
facturers had for him. For example, he informed Mr. Wadsworth
that although his wool was contracted away, he had no money to
give him on account of a money scarcity. On the same day, Mr.
Pierce heard a different story; however, he ascertained still
that Brown was experiencing financial hard luck. Manufacturers,
claimed Brown, avoided him. This made it almost impossible for
him to consumamate wool sales and led to his inability to close
his customers' 1847 accounts. Due to this financial reverse
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caused by the manufacturers, Brown realized that decisive
action was mandatory and subsequently fashioned a simple policy:
to discriminate on paying bank drafts, and to implore those who
owed him money to satisfy their debts immediately.^^
Moving with deliberate speed. Brown reminded a large
nimtiber of business associates of his dire situation and acti¬
vated his simple policy. On April 6, 1849 Sewell and Company
was asked to pay its $21,000 debt. Mr. Logan, on the same day,
learned that his bank draft of $16 was the second accepted
since Brown's new policy. Brown's financial problems became
so bad that he not only desired to close his business asso¬
ciates' 1848 accounts as quickly as possible, but he also
revealed to Mr. Ashbrook the imprudency of selling wool on
credit. However, he never lost faith in the wool business, and
continued monetary advances to customers. From April 7 to
April 10, 1849, approximately $1,400 was drawn on him.^^
The discriminatory policy helped but it did not solve
Brown's financial difficulties. Hence, he pondered other means
of aid and subsequently remembered the European market owing to
the interest expressed in American wool by foreign manufacturers.
Brown had two alternatives: to wait for European manufacturers
to come to the United States, or to go to Europe. In the mean¬
while, he continued his wool business activities in America.
^^John Brown to Craig and Co. and Mr. Crocker, 3 April
1849; and John Brown to Messrs. Wadsworth and Pierce, 5 April
1849, BBSC.
^^John Brown to Sewell and Co. and Messrs. Logan and
Ashbrook, 6 April 1849; and John Brown to Messrs. Oviatt,
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From April 12 to April 17, 1849, he constantly indi¬
cated his hopeless condition. On the twelfth, Mr. Wood learned
that Brown ceased his acceptance of bank drafts until the wool
industry improved. One day later, Messrs. Oviatt, Mosher,
and Meyor learned of Brown's inability to effectuate wool sales.
Again, Brown believed that the manufacturers' dislike of him
and the money scarcity were reprehensible. He did not deviate
from this belief and brought to his customers attention that
his $20,000 debt forbade him from accepting bank drafts. Yet,
as early as April 12, inquiries from Europe came to his office
16
concerning the availability of fine wool. These inquiries
convinced the frustrated Brown that the European market was
the solution.
However, in May, Brown was still in America attempting
to offset the inexorable pressure of the manufacturers. Brown
could not leave the United States immediately because he had
to be present at Washington County, Pennsylvania in order to
consummate wool sales. Additionally, between May 26 and 31,
1849 Brown revealed that several of his business associates
needed to make arrangements to consult with him.^^
Despite Brown's rhetoric about going to England, he
remained in America until the last week in August, which
Porter and Ashbrook, and May 7 to 10 April 1849, BBSC.
^^John Brown to Mr. Wood, 12 April 1846; and John Brown
to Messrs. Oviatt, Mosher, and Meyor, 13 April 1849, BBSC.
^^John Brown to Messrs. Ladd and McFarland, 1 May 1846;
John Brown to Mr. Pickersquill, 26 May 1849; and John Brown to
Mr. Austen, 31 May 1849, BBSC.
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meant that the more pressing problems were either in America,
or Brown felt that he could withstand the financial backlash
longer. However, Brown needed assistance at Springfield to
settle his customers' accounts. In June, aid came from his
son. On the ninth. Brown asked for $3,366 from the Picker-
squill Company. In less than forty-eight hours, he informed
Mr. McFarland that reports of the Springfield operation closing
owing to business problems was a fabrication. This response by
Brown indicated that his wool business was solvent despite his
financial difficulty which intensified his reference to the
European wool market. From June 19 to June 30, 1849, there was
barely a day that went by in which Brown or his son did not
speak of the deplorable conditions in America's wool industry.
In an attempt to complete most of his business in America as
quickly as possible. Brown sent his customers some wool, while
18
he drew on them over $10,000 in the last two days of June.
During the three month period. Brown conversed with
over forty-five persons. He constantly envisioned ways to
improve his conditions. Visiting Europe to attempt wool sales
appeared to be the most feasible alternative. But whatever
alternative that Brown selected, he endured a rigorous work
schedule, along with facing the various nuances of the manu¬
facturers ill-will toward him. Consequently, his abolitionist
endeavors were curtailed for the moment.
18
John Brown to Mr. Pickersquill, 9 June 1849; John
Brown to Mr. McFarland, 10 June 1849; and John Brown to Ham¬
mond and Kellogg and Mr. Pickersquill, 30 June 1849, BBSC.
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Instead, Brown focused his activities on attempts to
satisfy the needs of his business associates for wool sales.
For this purpose, he turned once again to the consideration of
European markets. On August 15, 1849, he left for Europe with
approximately 200,000 pounds of wool and arrived near the
twenty-fifth. According to a balance sheet prior to Brown's
embarkation to Europe, he had purchased 130,000 pounds of wool
at a price of $57,884, and had consummated sales which amounted
to $49,902.67. This meant that he needed $7,981.81 at least
to break even. While in Europe, the junior Brown and J. H.
19
Schlinger operated the business at Springfield. These two
men were experienced because they had previously worked in
Brovm's presence and in his absence when he travelled to Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and New York on wool business.
Although Brown felt that it was imperative for him to
go abroad, several business associates disagreed with him. One
was Thomas Musgrave of the Northampton Woolen Mills who con¬
tended that Brown should exercise some patience. He believed
that Brown would receive the best prices for his wool in Amer¬
ica. Desiring wool himself, he offered the junior Brown 60c
per pound for his superior wool which Brown took exception,
20
believing that English manufacturers would pay a higher price.
While John Brown, Jr. and Schlinger were busy handling
Brown's customers in America in July and August, Brown was in
19





the process of familiarizing himself with England. He enjoyed
the excellent foods and marveled at the picturesque city of
London. Within a few days, Brown optimistic attitude gradually
changed as he witnessed a destructive force threatening his
potential opportunity to improve his financial position. By
April 21, 1849, this destructive force in the name of Lamb
McFarland was at work. McFarland, according to Brown, knew of
his dedication to the woolgrowers, but nonetheless, perpe¬
trated a fraud through his communications to other business
associates about the depressed prices that Brown was liable
to receive for their wool. The fact of the matter, retorted
Brown, was that no wool in Europe was sold and that the valua¬
tion of wool, ranging from nvimber two wool at a price of 30c
per pound to Triple Extra at a price of 40c per pound was made
by a London broker. The broker's quotation in the Dry Goods
Reporter, an informative business magazine, established a price
standard which McFarland relied upon and grossly misconstrued
alleged Brown. Believing that the dissemination of depressed
price information would upset not only his customers, but also
Simon Perkins, Jr., Brown immediately explained to Perkins the
falsity of McFarland's communications, and added that he would
be able to sell the wool in London, ranging from number two
wool at a price of 35d per pound to Triple Extra at a price
of 52d per pound—an increase of 5C at the lowest grade of
21
wool and 12d at the highest grade of wool.
21
John Brown to Mr. McFarland, 21August 1849, BBSC.
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John Brown, Jr. and Schlinger continued at Springfield
during the senior Brown's stay in Europe. Their correspon¬
dences in August did not state the amount of each certificate
of deposit sent to customers, but their business activities
were different in September. Of the more than twenty business
associates that the junior Brown and Schlinger contacted, at
least fifteen received certificate of deposits which came to
a sxam of over $26,000. Despite the difficulties of the Spring-
field firm, the junior Brown said that of the 210 letters
received since July 1, 1849, approximately eight had no action
22
taken upon them.
In October, the Springfield firm did not converse with
many business associates. However, the firm's message was
clear upon Brown's return to America. On October 29, 1849 the
junior Brown informed Mr. Pickersquill of his father's failure
in England to consummate wool sales. English manufacturers,
claimed the junior Brown, refused to procure his father's wool
because they succumbed to local persuasion to buy the wool of
23
certain English families. Therefore, these manufacturers
were unreceptive to American wool and believed in patronising
their own woolgrowers.
Although, on the whole, the European adventure proved
to be a failure. Brown sold some wool. He sold six grades of
22
John Brown, Jr., to Simon Perkins, Jr., 19 September
1849, BBSC.
23
John Brown, Jr., to Simon Perkins, Jr., 28 November
1849, BBSC.
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wool in England, ranging from number six wool which brought a
price of 23c per pound to 52c per pound. In November, after
Bro\>m quoted the grades and prices of wool, he claimed that
he would not receive any wool the next season. Principally,
he was concerned with two aspects of his business in late
November. He desired to close out his customers' accounts,
which for some, was impossible until he received the unsold
wool that he took to England. As for the customers whose wool
was not taken to England, the Springfield firm forwarded an
abtindance of certificate of deposits. In two days, from Novem¬
ber 28 to November 30, 1849, Brown sent certificate of deposits
2A
to customers that totalled over $14,000.
This sum, however, did not come close to the total
amount of certificate of deposits which Brown forwarded in
December. In a ten day span, from December 22 to 31, 1849,
Brown sent his business associates a little over $44,000.
Additionally, in connection with this large sum of money. Brown
delivered a clear articulation on December 22, 1849 of his
business problems and rigorous work schedule, indicating why
his abolitionist activity was curtailed for practically the
entire 1849 year after his return to America. Fine wool manu¬
facturers, claimed Brown, were largely responsible for his
inability to consummate wool deals because they attempted to
"smother" him out of business by not paying for wool that they
John Brown to Messrs. Perkins, Purrance, Talbott,
etc., 30 November 1849, BBSC.
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agreed to purchase.
Undoubtedly, since 1847, the manufacturers attempted
diligently to purge Brown from the wool industry by means rang¬
ing from failure to purchase wool that they agreed to buy to a
boycott. However, more than a miniscule amount of Brown's
financial misadventures were caused, in part, by his imprudence.
Referring to the early years of their partnership, Perkins not
only recognized Brown's superiority at sorting and grading wool,
but also added that Brown thought that he was omniscient, and
accordingly managed the Springfield operation as he saw fit,
without the benefit of anyone's advice. Three months after
Brown's return to America, an event occurred which focused upon
his failure to take advice. According to Mr. Leonard, Mr.
Musgrave, who originally questioned the English market in terms
of the wool prices it would yield, told Brown that American
wool would not sell in London. Disregarding Musgrave's advice,
Brown shipped his wool to England where Musgrave, who origi¬
nally offered him 600 per pound in Springfield, bought it for
26
52o. Brown, by his angry disposition upon viewing this wool,
claimed Leonard, knew that it was his wool.
On account of financial reverses in 1849, Brown became
gradually less interested in the wool business. Not only did
his desire to see the wool business end for the 1849 season
25
John Brown to Messrs. Winters, Ladd, Logan, Galbraith,
Telley, Mills, George, Mourse, etc., 28 December to 30 December
1849, BBSC.
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Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, pp.
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changed into a wish to leave the wool business permanently, but
he also longed to remove himself from the Springfield environ-
ment--a move which he considered seriously at least four months
before the European journey. Accompanying Brown's desire for
a new environment was a revived interest in the plight of his
Black brother. This revival could not have taken place had it
not been for the benevolence of Gerrith Smith, the second son
of Peter Smith.
Gerrith Smith, an intelligent, religious abolitionist
and philanthropist, was born on March 6, 1797 in Utica, New
York. Peter Smith, Gerrith's father from whom the young aboli¬
tionist inherited part of his wealth, became wealthy through
several business adventures. One was a partnership in the fur
selling business with a friend, John Astor. From diligent work
which carried the elder Smith throughout the beautiful country¬
side of New York in search of Indians who traded furs, he
gradually accumulated a large amount of wealth. Upon termina¬
tion of the partnership, the elder Smith engaged in the prac¬
tice of buying large tracks of land and reselling it at exor¬
bitant prices. By the time of his death in 1837, he was one
of the largest landowners, if not the largest, in New York.
While Peter Smith was in the process of becoming Judge
Smith, a plateau which he reached by the time that he desired
to convey his entire real estate, valued at approximately
$400,000 to his second son, the younger Smith had finished a
distinguished academic year at Hamilton College and thereafter
became a lawyer. However, on the death of his mother in August
79
1819, he returned to the family mansion in Peterboro, New York.
T*rhile there, he increased the family's wealth and eight years
later married Ann Backus at which point religion played a
27
salient role in his life.
At the time of Gerrith Smith's marriage in March 1826
and his subsequent public statement in the belief of God, the
colonizationists and abolitionists were articulating their
positions on slavery. It was at this time that the combination
of the young Smith's religion and wealth challenged the
wretchedness of slavery. Smith, as early as 1828, had been a
colonizationalist but always had held the idea that more than
one means could be employed to destroy the peculiar institu¬
tion. Gerrith Smith disliked the colonizationalists ostracism
of the abolitionists and subsequently broke with them to become
an abolitionist. In a speech at Peterboro on November 24, 1835,
he not only explained that he was in opposition to ostracism
of the abolitionists, but that he also witnessed the decline
of the colonizationalist's fervor and felt that the abolition¬
ist philosophy was more in line with his thinking. Hence,
although the young Smith once freely gave money to the colo¬
nizationalists because religion taught him that bondage was
tantamount to wickedness, he forthwith put his energies to the
task of terminating slavery by creating a public feeling that
28
would demand slavery's abolition.
^^Octavius B. Frothingham, Gerrith Smith: A Biography




John Brown first became acquainted with the name of
Gerrith Smith in early 1840 when he suffered financial hard¬
ship owing to a plethora of lawsuits which originated from the
Old Haymaker Farm purchase in 1837. The elder Brown, a trustee
of Oberlin College who realized that his son needed a job, in¬
formed Brown that Gerrith Smith, a wealthy New Yorker, had
bestowed upon the college a gift of a thousand acres of land
in the Ohio Valley that needed surveying. Although Brown was
hired eventually by the Prudential Committee of the College
and performed his surveying task admirably, he ceased this
29
occupation in favor of a sheep partnership with Herman Oviatt.
However, Brown was already introduced to the philanthropic
efforts of Gerrith Smith.
On August 1, 1846, Brown became aware of Smith and his
antislavery organization's desire to commemorate the twelfth
anniversary of British emancipation in the West Indies. To
show his jubilation of British slaves freedom. Smith offered
free Negroes 100,000 acres of land in the Adirondack region of
North Elba, New York so that these free persons of color could
harness their skills at farming and could realize, through
practice, their ability to govern their own lives. Remember¬
ing this land offer two years later when financial reverses
were pronounced. Brown journeyed to Peterboro in April 1848 to
inquire about the feasibility of himself and his family moving
to the colony. Brown informed Smith that he was a pioneer,
29
Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, p. 96.
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acquainted with the v/ildemess life, and desired to take one
of the farms in the Negro colony for the purpose of serving as
a guide to the Negroes. Brown, in the latter part of 1849,
moved a part of his family there and in early 1850 constructed
a house there. Eventually, this settlement failed because the
topography of the land was poor. Brown was present at the
colony sporadically but accomplished very little because the
wool business in which Brown had diminishing interest on
account of its moribund state, still called upon his attention.
This call curtailed what little abolitionist activity that
Brown desired to demonstrate in 1850, as evidenced in the fol¬
lowing small number of scattered correspondences from Brown
to his customers between Janaury and April 1850.
From January through March, Brown embarked upon the
monumental task of attempting to close his business associates'
accounts. On January 2, 1850 he sent Mr. Stoolfine a certifi¬
cate of deposit for $560.95. Two days later Mr. Frederick
learned of Brown's desire to settle his account, receiving $46.
Between January 31 and March 19, 1850, Brown not only expedited
the task, but he also indicated that his customers' debts,
resulting from them buying on credit, were in the process of
being satisfied. Consequently, during this period Brown for¬






■John Brown to Mr. Stoolfine, 2 January 1850; John
Brown to Messrs. Ramsey Smith, Pungsley and Whiteman,
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In many instances, nonetheless, there were business
associates who owed Brown money but were less than overjoyed
about paying him. Brown, a tardy person himself frequently
allowed his customers enough time to satisfy their debts, but
when it appeared that they did not intend to pay, he took
stronger measures, although in most situations, he harbored no
ill-will toward delinquent customers. For example, Mr. Mc¬
Donald was informed on April 12, 1850 that Brown, without hesi¬
tation, would resort to "unpleasant means" in order to obtain
the money owed him. Eight months later, Brown used the judi¬
ciary process to seek redress against delinquent customers
32
after a certain period of time had elapsed.
However, fatigue along with the many financial reverses
began to set in on Brown to the point that he desired to dis¬
solve the business relationship between himself and Simon
Perkins, Jr. On the same day that he implored McDonald to
satisfy his debt. Brown informed the younger Brown and his wife
that he met with Perkins while in the New York office of a
business associate. He explained that the meeting was "cordial
and pleasant" and Perkins showed no signs of resentment when
told of the firm's difficulties and losses and his desire to
terminate the business agreement. On the contrary, Perkins
expressed not only an optimistic attitude, but also a
31 January and 19 March 1850, BBSC.
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John Brown to Messrs. McDonald and Metcalf, 12 April
1850 and 9 September 1850, BBSC.
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willingness to continue the business arrangement.
Brown praised Perkins for his Christian disposition and
continued in his business pursuits. Nine days after business
associates became aware of Brown’s lawsuit plans to recover
money, an event occurred which aroused his abolitionist sen-
sitivies: the passage of the Fugitive Law, a component of the
Compromise of 1850.
The Compromise of 1850 brought the slavery issue back
to center stage. After America defeated Mexico, the Treaty
of Guadeloupe was signed in 1843, granting to the United States
territory in the far west including Upper California and New
Mexico. The question of whether slavery should be permitted
in this new territory, once the California gold rush gave the
California area enough citizens to qualify for the admission
of statehood, revived an issue once thought settled in the
Missouri Compromise. President Zachary Taylor, when asked about
California statehood, articulated the general consensus of
political and non-politicians-that is, the people of California
should decide their status. By 1849, Californians chose to live
in a free state, without any vestiges of the peculiar insti-
t
tution. Upset over the California decision, southern leaders
led by Henry Clay in the Senate felt that some compensatory
action was mandatory because California gave the North one more
free state than the South had slave states. On January 19,
1850, Clay's compensatory proposal was accepted by the Senate
33
John Brown to John Brown, Jr., 9 September 1850, BBSC.
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and was enacted into law eight months later by Congress. In
part, this law said that the remainder of the Mexican session
would be organized as a territory without mention of slavery;
that the slave trade in Washington, D. C. would be abolished
but not slavery; and that, more importantly, a stringent fugi¬
tive slave law would be substituted for the Fugitive Slave
Law of 1773 and would be enforced diligently. Specifically,
this new Fugitive Slave Law gave appointed federal commis¬
sioners the authority to issue warrants in order to compel
citizens, regardless of their beliefs and choice, to assist in
the capture of fugitive slaves, or be subjected to a fine,
34
imprisonment or both.
Immediate results were elicited by the new Fugitive
Slave Law. Within a thirty-six hour period after its passage,
northern Negroes in great numbers migrated further northward
to remove themselves from the greed of southern slaveholders
who despised the Compromise of 1850 and saw the law as an
opportunity to even the score. For example, forty Massa¬
chusetts Negroes departed for Canada, while the Negro citizenry
of Columbia, Pennsylvania declined from 943 Negroes to 437.
In the northwestern part of Pennsylvania, a Negro settlement
dispersed altogether. Persons of color, in New York, whether
they were from large or small towns, also felt the effects of
3 ^̂Allan Nevins, Ordeal of the Union: Fruits of Mani¬
fest Destiny, 1842-1852, 2 vols. (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons 1947)1:253-285 passim; and Holman Hamilton, Prologue to
Conflict: The Crisis and Compromise of 1850 (Kentucky: Univer-
sity of Kentucky Press, 1964), pp. 151-165.
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the new law. Eighty-two members of a Negro Methodist Church
in the commercial capital of the world fled to Canada, while
a Negro church in Rochester lost one hundred and twenty-five
members. Additionally, a Negro church in Buffalo suffered a
decrease in membership. Midwestern Negroes were not left
untouched by the new law also. In Detroit, for instance,
35
eighty-four Negroes fled the city.
Brown, a transient resident of North Elba, returned to
Springfield irritated greatly by the ghastly events in Massa¬
chusetts and elsewhere that were precipitated by the new law.
Indigent Black people were tracked down at the slightest alle¬
gation of slave catchers, while the judicial system, unques¬
tionably aware of these fabricated claims by slavecatchers
and persons of their persuasion, stamped its approval in allow¬
ing fre;e Negroes to be returned to slavery. For example, in
Boston no less than eighty-five miles from Springfield, the
Fugitive Slave Law was brought to bear upon Thomas M. Sims
and a fugitive slave named Shadrach. Sims, arrested in Boston
as an escaped slave of a Mr. Potter of Virginia, was extradited
ultimately to Virginia despite the protest of Boston aboli¬
tionists, Wendell Phillips and Theodore Parker. Shadrach, on
the other hand, was taken from a Boston courtroom in February
36
1851 by Negro abolutionists and assisted to freedom.
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Prior to the cases of Sims and Shadrach, Brown was
already conscious of the wide range effects of the new Fugi¬
tive Slave Law on the lives of Black people. One month before
it became law, he prognosticated the results it would have
on the entire Abolitionist Movement. In a correspondence to
his wife on November 28. 1850, he explained that the law would
induce more people to join the abolitionists ranks. Moreover,
this law was so offensive to Brown that he criticized God
for Its passage.
Brown, ultimately, was boiling with indignation over
the exploits of the slavecatchers. These supporters of the
new law had the audacity to illustrate their arrogance by
entering the freelands of the North where anti-Fugitive Slave
Law feelings ran high in order to re-enslave Negroes. Conse¬
quently, on January 15, 1851 in Springfield, Brown organized
the League of Gileadites in which forty-eight Negroes pledged
themselves after Brown's burning remonstration of the new law,
to take deadly action if necessary to repel slavecatchers who
entered the area. Tw-o days after the formation of the Gilead¬
ites, Brown informed his wife that he helped a Negro named
38
Long to freedom.
It was not surprising that Brown possessed the time
to form the League of Gileadites. At this time. Brown's
interest in the wool business subsided immensely due to his
^^John Brown to Mary Brown, 28 November 1850, BBSC.
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business reverses. Despite this service to Negroes, he had
more pressing problems and was forced to give recognition to
them. The principal problem between 1851 and 1854 was an
excess number of lawsuits which interrupted any further aboli¬
tionist activity by Brown as a small number of scattered let¬
ters during the period illustrated.
As early as November 1850 while he was in the midst of
demonstrating abolitionist activity, Brown indicated that his
wool business pursuits were not proceeding in a favorable
fashion. He told the younger Brown that trouble was quickly
upon him. Specifically Messrs. Pickersquill, McDonald, and
Jones and the firms of Warren and Burlington and Patterson and
Ewing all gave indications that their considerations about pos¬
sible lawsuits against Brown had changed from uncertainty to
certainty, for he fell in disfavor with them on account of a
39
variety of mistakes peculiar to the wool business. For
example, the firm of Warren and Burlington alleged that Brown
was culpable for sending mistakenly its wool to another company
without giving an account of the blunder. As redress, the
firm claimed further that it should be awarded compensation
according to the 1847 prices, since that was the year when
Brown sent its wool to another company. On the other hand.
Brown contended that the firm's wool arrived in Springfield in
1848, that its wool had been graded and placed with other cus¬
tomers' wool, and that the firm had purposely tried to
39
John Brown to Messrs. Pickersquill, McDonald, Jones,
etc., 4 November 1850, BBSC.
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perpetrate a fraud upon him. This claim and others similar
to it amounted to approximately $40,000. Nonetheless, Brown
continued his business activities attempting to sell wool and
to collect money owed him by his business associates.
The principal objective of Brown contacting his son in
November was not only to inform him of the lawsuits but also
to get his assistance once again. He explained on December 4,
1850 that the reason why he sought his son's help related to the
attitude of Simon Perkins, Jr. Just a month after Perkins
expressed confidence in Brown's handling of the business and
implored him to keep operating the Springfield firm, he became
very impatient. In an attempt to persuade the junior Brown
and his other children to render their help, Brown explained
that all the burdens of the business fell upon his shoulders,
and that despite Mr. Perkins' apprehension which resulted from
a backlog of customers who wanted their accounts settled imme¬
diately, he was only one man and it was impossible for him to
close all the customers' accounts in a short period. Again
Brown changed his opinion about the wool business believing
that the monetary losses of the firm would not be so severe
as to impinge upon his ability to make wool sales or to close
41
out customers' accounts. One ingredient needed to consiom-
mate these wool sales was a little patience and trust on
Perkins' part.
^*^Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, p. 76.
^^John Brown to John Brown, Jr., 4 December 1850, BBSC.
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Brown's customers were as impatient as Perkins as
evidenced by several lawsuits brought against him at the end
of April 1851 to 1854, for there was barely a month in the
period that Brown did not refer to some aspect of the lawsuit,
thereby detracting from some of his business pursuits to which
he needed to devote time in order to close his customers'
accounts. Likewise, Brown's abolitionist sensitivities were
affected accordingly. To remedy the problems caused by the
lawsuits. Brown on May 2, 1851 requested the junior Bro^vn's
help at Springfield for the third time.
These causes of action against Brown were adjudicated
at several places-namely, Pittsburgh, Troy (New York), and
Boston while Brown's home was principally in Akron. The bulk
of the legal disputes were in process, however, in 1852 and
1853 in Boston and Troy. One such case was the Burlington
Mills Company of Vermont vs. John Brown in Boston. Burlington
alleged that Brown breached his contract in supplying wool to
Burlington at a certain grade. A decision by the court was
rendered on February 3, 1853 against Brown, who had been suc¬
cessful in a similar case in New York. Subsequently, he ap¬
pealed the Boston court's verdict in Troy. This appelate
court overturned the Boston decision.
In most of these cases. Brown played a very active role
as he assisted his attorneys, Whipple Jenkins of Boston and
Jonathan V. Spencer of New York. For example, on January 1,
42
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1853 he inforaed McIntosh that if he came across any papers
which dealt with his Burlington business, to send this material
to him immediately. Two days later, Brown not only demanded
Perkins presence at the trial in order to assure success but
explained also that he had fulfilled his responsibility to
/ Q
assure a verdict in his and Perkins' favor.
Although, for the most part. Brown won many of his law¬
suits, from another perspective he was a definite loser. These
legal proceedings began in October 1851, and dragged on to
Brown's disadvantage until 1854. Unquestionably, this apostle
of Christianity and business activity had exhausted the major
portion of his funds which were already limited before the on¬
slaught of lawsuits. Moreover, Simon Perkins, Jr. whose atti¬
tude toward Brown's business activity showed ambivalency,
vacillated from favorable to disfavorable, ultimately contri¬
buting to Brown's business downfall. For example, just seven¬
teen days after the Boston court ruled against Brown, Perkins
expressed a strong desire for him to continue in his present
capacity in the business for no more than one year. But on
January 25, 1854, approximately one month before the expira-
44
tion of the one year, Perkins had changed his mind.
In 1854, however. Brown desired to move to North Elba,
for he grew weary of Akron. Moreover, the critical remarks
43
Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, p. 76; John
Brown to Mr. McIntosh, 1 January 1853; and John Brown to Mr.
Perkins, 3 January 1853, BBSC.
^^Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown,
pp. 154-155.
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articulated by Mrs. Perkins concerning Brown's European mis¬
adventures, did not help to influence him to stay.^^ Brown,
on the other hand, was not contented to remain inactive from
a business perspective as he constantly worked toward enter¬
ing the business arena again without a partner if necessary.
For example, while Brown was in Akron as late as the last week
in August 1854, he explained to his children that he grew
excellent crops such as hay, oats, and other vegetables. His
cattle of which he possessed thirty-three heads and his pigs
were well fed. These animals. Brown further stated, would be
46
ready for sale in North Elba some time next year. Meanwhile,
two days before Brown and Perkins decided to go their separate
ways, debate commenced in Congress over the Kansas-Nebraska
Bill which resulted in Brown's last abolitionist activity prior
to his trip to Kansas.
The Kansas-Nebraska Bill was principally the brain¬
child of Senator Stephen A. Douglas who, as chairman of the
Senate Committee on Territories, was charged with the respon¬
sibility of organizing territories into states once the requi¬
site population was reached. Due to the fact that many set¬
tlers began to make the Kansas area their home, the time came
to consider organizing the territory west of Missouri, known
as Nebraska Territory. Douglas undoubtedly would benefit from
this area because, apart form his senatorial duties, he had
45
Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, p. 79.
^^Sanborn, ed., Life and Letters of John Brown, p. 158.
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accumulated a great deal of wealth through railroad interests
and was determined to develop the Nebraska Territory and link
it to the far west with the construction of railroads. On
the other hand, Southerners and Missourians who despised the
Missouri Compromise, objected to letting Kansas become a free
state according to the antislavery clause of the Missouri
Compromise because it would be easy for Missouri slaves to
escape to Kansas. They argued that the Missouri Compromise was
superseded by the Compromise of 1850. In order to assure the
construction of railroads that Southern congressmen were des¬
tined to jeopardize had their position had been overlooked,
Douglas allowed to be debated the antislavery clause of the
Missouri Compromise, believing that settlers in Kansas and
Nebraska would decide to live in free states because the cli¬
mate was unsuitable for slavery. But, northern senators,
along with other interested parties, bombarded Douglas with
criticism, accusing him of currying favor with the South in
order to gain support for the 1856 presidency. On January 19,
1854 his democratic peers such as Salmon P. Chase, Charles
Summer, J. B. Giddings, Benjamin Wade, and Alexander Dewitt
overtly said that they would call on their antislavery con¬
stituency across the country to save America from the damna¬
tion of slavery. In the north, moreover, government officials
at the local and state levels, the numerous antislavery
societies, and ministers of various denominations all held
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meetings in which the Kansas-Nebraska Bill was denounced.
Ten days before many congressmen denounced the Bill,
Brown had already challenged it. In a correspondence to
Frederick Douglass on January 9, 1854 he explained, alluding
to the possibility of settlers carrying their slaves to these
territories, that those state legislators which favored the
bill were of amanevolent mind in using their influence to allow
the United States government to violate any man's inalienable
right to freedom. It was time. Brown explained further, to
put an end to the wretchedness that was embedded in America
by the proponents of slavery.
Inevitably, Brown could use strong language and now
pictured himself delivering his promised death blow against
slavery occurring in part, at Pottawatomie and Osawatomie
Creeks in Kansas in May and August 1856 and ultimately at
Harper's Ferry in October 1859. Brown was able to prepare for
the conflict in Kansas because he possessed no viable business
responsibilities other than a farming existence which con¬
sisted of his taking the cattle and vegetables to market at
the end of the year. Thus, once his five sons, who journeyed
to Kansas in late 1854, implored him to send firearms and other
supplies on account of the rough tactics of Missouri border
ruffians at the election of the first territorial legislature.
Brown left the farm life in North Elba in September 1855 and
^^Perley 0. Ray, The Repeal of the Missouri Compromise
(Cleveland: Arthur B. Clark, 1909), pp. 165-194, passim.
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arrived in Kansas in October 1855. Brown's articulated plan
to Frederick Douglass in November 1847 could not be suppressed
any longer by the obstacles of business chores since the issue
of slavery had migrated westward and had taken up residence
in Kansas.
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Ruchames, John Brown: The Making of a Revolutionary, pp.
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CONCLUSION
John Brown engaged in abolitionist activities during
the years between 1820 and 1854. Events indicative of his
abolitionist concerns between 1820 and 1846 were his provi¬
sions of food and shelter for several fugitive slaves, his re¬
quest for the citizenry of Richmond to assist bondsmen, his
construction of secret slave compartments in his Richmond and
Springfield homes, his desire to raise a Negro youth out of
the wretchedness of slavery, his plans to build a school for
indigent Negroes, his pledge to work for the abolition of
slavery as a result of the murder of Eli Lovejoy, his services
to slaves and free Negroes at the Franklin Mills Congregation
Church, his assistance to the Ohio Underground Railroad Move¬
ment, and his revelation to Thomas Thomas to lead a slave up¬
rising .
During the 1847-1854 period. Brown's request of Frede¬
rick Douglass to participate in a slave uprising, his attack
on the Negro's docile behavior in the Ram's Horn, his request
for Joshua Giddings help, his living in the Negro colony of
North Elba, his formation of the League of Gileadites as a
result of the offensive Fugitive Slave Law of 1850, and his
denounciation of the Kansas-Nebraska Bill were further illus¬
trations of his disdain for slavery.
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Yet, all these events were interrupted frequently by
Brown's business responsibilities. From 1832 to 1846 Brown's
reduced abolitionist activity was due to financial difficulty-
more specifically, Andrew Jackson's bank policy which caused
the money supply to fluctuate violently, a bank debt which
resulted from an attempt to keep the cattle business afloat,
and a balance that was owed to Mr. Newberry arising out of
land purchases.
These land purchases, although substantial, were
quickly overshadowed by the Old Haymaker Farm Purchase of 1837
and Brown's business arrangement with twenty-one businessmen.
Feeling the effects of the farm fiasco. Brown made it clear to
Thompson in July 1841 that he could render no financial assis¬
tance because he was destitute. Two years later, he was still
suffering from business adversity, as several of his twenty-
one business associates questioned his tardiness in settling
debts. Their lawsuits against Brown culminated in his incar¬
ceration in 1842.
By 1846, what little prosperity that Brown enjoyed was
overshadowed by the Springfield operation and its subsequent
frustrations. The Tariff of 1846 effectively stjmiied wool
sales and led Brown to inform his customers in December 1846
that he would not reopen the Springfield operation next year.
During the period between 1847 and 1850, Brown's aboli¬
tionist inactivity resulted from a rigorous work schedule and
the troublesome Tariff of 1846. Not to be disregarded also
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were the manufacturers' boycott of him as well as his bad luck
in the English wool market. These failures assured Brown that
he had to be diligent in his business efforts in order to
remain solvent.
From 1850 to 1854, Brown was burdened with lawsuits
again. Legal problems resulted in his disinterestedness in the
wool industry and ultimately terminated his business pursuits.
With virtually no business concerns by early 1954 and with an
increased awareness of the proslavery efforts in Kansas, John
Brown was determined to play an active role in the abolition
of slavery.
It may appear from the foregoing discussion that John
Brown was an erratic businessman who should have curtailed his
business activities at some point earlier than 1854 owing to
financial adversity. However, the period in which Brown lived
suggested that his conduct was consistent with traditional
late eighteenth century behavior.
The years between 1820 and 1860 were characterized by
the emergence of a national economy. During this period,
agriculture was the major economic force. In the northeast
and midwest where Brown spent the greater part of his life,
farming and husbandry related activities prevailed. Corn,
wheat, oats, barley, and rye were grown not only to feed an
expanding population but also to raise livestock. The use of
hand tools and other non-machinery methods in farming gave
rise to a breed of men who saw perserverence and ruggedness
as the essential traits for survival in the wake of financial
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disharmony that was experienced by a burgeoning nation. There¬
fore, many farmers and persons who engaged in husbandry related
activities did not succumb to the financial difficulties of the
time, but rather continued in their pursuit of success. These
farmers took in stride the negative impact and criticisms of
their activities until the point of minimal diminishing return.
Romanticism, in addition to the development of a na¬
tional economy, began to penetrate all phases of American life
and also contributed to Brown's normal behavior. The romantic
way of thinking, a European phenomenon, found its most articulate
expression in the "transcendentalist spirit." Characteristi¬
cally, transcendentalism involved people who believed that
their intellectual capacities did not define their capabilities.
Therefore, a person could "transcend" reason by exuding faith
in himself, by aspiring to go beyond his normal capabilities,
and if necessary, by questioning society's political, religious,
social, and economic restrictions upon citizens. Failure in
any chosen activity, a typical transcendentalist would claim,
resulted from a lack of perservering effort to succeed.
Although literary figures such as Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Henry David Thoreau, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Herman Melville,
and Walt Whitman were the celebrated spokesmen for the prin¬
ciples of transcendentalism, the late eighteenth century far¬
mer lived in a transcendental way. These agriculturists, many
of whom were Brown's customers, engaged in various husbandry re¬
lated businesses in attempting to surpass their normal capa¬
bilities to reach financial security. In the course of their
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perserverence and ruggedness, many of them encountered finan¬
cial setbacks. Some of their financial hardships were due to
business mismanagement. This unquestionably surfaced in
Brown's situation. Still other financial setbacks were caused
by conditions beyond their control such as Andrew Jackson's
dispute with the Second Bank of the United States and the
Tariff of 1846. Both had resounding effects upon Brown's
business activity, despite the fact that he managed to stay in
business for more than twenty-seven years.
Nonetheless, it would be misleading to suggest indi¬
rectly that Brown did not reach the point of minimal diminish¬
ing return in his business activities because he constantly
faced financial problems. On the other hand, it would be
equally deceiving to maintain that Brown was an erratic
businessman. If anything. Brown exemplified perseverance and
ruggedness rather than irregular conduct on account of his
consistent fight for financial stability, while attempting
to satisfy debts.
It may also seem that before the Pottawatomie and
Osawatomie incidents in 1856 and the Harper's Ferry Raid in
1859, Brown was an inadequate abolitionist on account of his
business activity consistently interfering with his aboli¬
tionist endeavor.
Unquestionably, Brown was a devout abolitionist whose
antislavery behavior came in spurts. But, his contributions
to the fight against slavery between 1820 and 1854 cannot be
fully measured in terms of whether he reached certain goals
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at various points during the period. This isolationist per¬
ception would cause one to lose sight of Brown's total accom¬
plishment between 1820 and 1854.
The fact of the matter remains that wherever Brown
journeyed or lived he was successful at creating an awareness
among the citizenry that slavery was inconsistent with the
teachings of the Bible. Regardless of what Brown was engaged
in at the time, he consistently placed the issue of human
bondage before the local community. Persons within close
proximity of his residence knew that he was always prepared
to take up the cause against slavery and sent fugitive slaves
to him. This activity occurred frequently and Brown responded
positively whether he experienced business stability or ad¬
versity. Hence, Brown's abolitionist activity between 1820
and 1854 represented a total commitment to challenge slavery
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